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Important

AutoDock is distributed free of charge for academicandnon-commercialuse. Therearesomecaveats,however.
Firstly, sincewe do not receive fundingto supporttheacademiccommunityof users,we cannotguaranteerapid(or
even slow) responseto querieson installationanduse. While thereis documentation,it may requireat leastsome
basicUnix abilitiesto install. If youneedmoresupportfor theAutoDockcode,acommercialversion(with support)
is available from Oxford Molecular (http://www.oxmol.com). If you can’t afford support, but still need help:

(1) Ask your local system administrator or programming guru for help about compiling, using Unix/Linux,etc..

(2) Consult the AutoDock web site, where you will find a wealth of information and a FAQ (Frequently Asked
Questions) page with answers on AutoDock:

http://www.scripps.edu/pub/olson-web/doc/autodock/

(3) If you can’t find the answer to your problem, send your question to the Computational Chemistry List (CCL).
There are many seasoned users of computational chemistry software and some AutoDock users who may
already know the answer to your question. You can find out more about the CCL on the web, at:

http://ccl.osc.edu/ccl/welcome.html

(4) If you have tried (1), (2) and (3), and you still cannot find an answer, send email to garrett@scripps.edu for
questions about AutoGrid or AutoDock; or to rhuey@scripps.edu, for questions about AutoTors.
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Introduction

Automated Docking

1. Introduction

Thefirst versionof AutoDock1 wasdistributedto over35sitesaroundtheworld, andthatnumber
hassincegrown to over 600 siteswith the latestversionsof AutoDock2,3. This userguideis the
first version to accompany a significantly enhancedversionof AutoDock, version3.0, which
includes powerful new search methods and a new empirical free energy function3.

The programAutoDock was developedto provide an automatedprocedurefor predicting the
interactionof ligandswith biomacromoleculartargets.The motivation for this work arisesfrom
problemsin thedesignof bioactivecompounds,andin particularthefield of computer-aideddrug
design.Progressin biomolecularx-ray crystallography continuesto provide a numberof impor-
tant proteinandnucleicacid structures.Thesestructurescould be targetsfor bioactive agentsin
thecontrolof animalandplantdiseases,or simply key to understandingof a fundamentalaspect
of biology. The preciseinteractionof suchagentsor candidatemoleculesis important in the
developmentprocess.Indeed,AutoDock canbea valuabletool in thex-ray structuredetermina-
tion processitself: giventheelectrondensityfor a ligand,AutoDock canhelpto narrow thecon-
formational possibilitiesand help identify a good structure.Our goal has beento provide a
computational tool to assist researchers in the determination of biomolecular complexes.

In any dockingschemetwo conflictingrequirementsmustbebalanced:thedesirefor a robustand
accurateprocedure,andthedesireto keepthecomputationaldemandsat a reasonablelevel. The
ideal procedurewould find the global minimum in the interactionenergy betweenthe substrate
andthetargetprotein,exploringall availabledegreesof freedom(DOF) for thesystem.However,
it mustalsorunonalaboratoryworkstationwithin anamountof timecomparableto othercompu-
tationsthata structuralresearchermayundertake, suchasa crystallographicrefinement.In order
to meetthesedemandsa numberof dockingtechniquessimplify thedockingprocedure.Still one
of themostcommontechniquesin usetodayis manually-assisteddocking.Here,theinternaland
orientationaldegreesof freedomin the substrateareunderinteractive control.While the energy
evaluation for such techniquescan be sophisticated,the global exploration of configurational
spaceis limited. At the other end of the spectrumare automatedmethodssuchas exhaustive
searchanddistancegeometry. Thesemethodscanexploreconfigurationalspace,but at thecostof
a much simplified model for the energetic evaluation.

1. Goodsell,D.S.& Olson,A.J. (1990)“AutomatedDockingof Substratesto Proteinsby SimulatedAnneal-
ing”, Proteins: Str. Func. Genet., 8, 195-202.
2.  Morris, G. M., Goodsell, D. S., Huey, R. and Olson, A. J.  (1996), "Distributed automated docking of
flexible ligands to proteins: Parallel applications of AutoDock 2.4",J. Computer-Aided Molecular Design,
10: 293-304.
3. Morris, G. M., Goodsell, D. S., Halliday, R.S., Huey, R., Hart, W. E., Belew, R. K. and Olson, A. J.
(1998), "Automated Docking Using a Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm and and Empirical Binding Free
Energy Function",J. Computational Chemistry, 19: 1639-1662.
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The original proceduredevelopedfor AutoDock useda Monte Carlo (MC) simulatedannealing
(SA) techniquefor configurationalexplorationwith a rapid energy evaluationusinggrid-based
molecularaffinity potentials.It thuscombinedthe advantagesof exploring a large searchspace
andarobustenergy evaluation.Thishasprovento beapowerful approachto theproblemof dock-
ing a flexible substrateinto thebindingsiteof a staticprotein.Input to theprocedureis minimal.
Theresearcherspecifiesa rectangularvolumearoundtheprotein,therotatablebondsfor thesub-
strate,andanarbitraryor randomstartingconfiguration,andtheprocedureproducesa relatively
unbiased docking.

2. Overview of the Method

Rapid energy evaluationis achieved by precalculatingatomic affinity potentialsfor eachatom
typein thesubstratemoleculein themannerdescribedby Goodford4. In theAutoGrid procedure
theproteinis embeddedin a three-dimensionalgrid andaprobeatomis placedateachgrid point.
The energy of interactionof this singleatomwith the protein is assignedto the grid point. An
affinity grid is calculatedfor eachtypeof atomin thesubstrate,typically carbon,oxygen,nitrogen
andhydrogen,aswell asa grid of electrostaticpotential,eitherusinga point chargeof +1 asthe
probe,or usingaPoisson-Boltzmannfinite differencemethod,suchasDELPHI 5,6. Theenergetics
of a particularsubstrateconfigurationis thenfoundby tri-linear interpolationof affinity valuesof
theeightgrid pointssurroundingeachof theatomsin thesubstrate.Theelectrostaticinteractionis
evaluatedsimilarly, by interpolatingthe valuesof the electrostaticpotentialandmultiplying by
thechargeon theatom(theelectrostatictermis evaluatedseparatelyto allow finer controlof the
substrateatomiccharges).The time to performan energy calculationusingthe grids is propor-
tional only to thenumberof atomsin thesubstrate,andis independentof thenumberof atomsin
the protein.

The docking simulationis carriedout using one of a numberof possiblesearchmethods.The
original AutoDock supported only one search method, although version 3.0 now has several.

Theoriginal searchalgorithmwastheMetropolis method, alsoknown asMonte Carlo simulated
annealing. With the proteinstatic throughoutthe simulation,the substratemoleculeperformsa
randomwalk in thespacearoundtheprotein.At eachstepin thesimulation,a small randomdis-
placementis appliedto eachof thedegreesof freedomof thesubstrate:translationof its centerof
gravity; orientation;and rotation aroundeachof its flexible internal dihedralangles.This dis-
placementresultsin a new configuration,whoseenergy is evaluatedusingthe grid interpolation
proceduredescribedabove. This new energy is comparedto the energy of the precedingstep.If
the new energy is lower, the new configurationis immediatelyaccepted.If the new energy is
higher, thentheconfigurationis acceptedor rejectedbasedupona probabilityexpressiondepen-
dent on a user defined temperature, T. The probability of acceptance is given by:

4. Goodford, P.J. (1985) “A Computational Procedure for Determining Energetically Favorable Binding
Sites on Biologically Important Macromolecules”,J. Med. Chem., 28, 849-857.
5. Sharp, K., Fine, R. & Honig, B. (1987)Science, 236, 1460-1463.
6. Allison, S.A., Bacquet, R.J., & McCammon, J. (1988)Biopolymers, 27, 251-269.
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where∆E is thedifferencein energy from thepreviousstep,andkB is theBoltzmannconstant.At
high enoughtemperatures,almost all stepsare accepted.At lower temperatures,fewer high
energy structures are accepted.

Thesimulationproceedsasaseriesof cycles,eachataspecifiedtemperature.Eachcyclecontains
a largenumberof individualsteps,acceptingor rejectingthestepsbaseduponthecurrenttemper-
ature.After aspecifiednumberof acceptancesor rejections,thenext cyclebeginswith a tempera-
ture lowered by a specified schedule such as:

whereTi is the temperature at cycle i, andg is a constant between 0 and 1.

Simulatedannealingallows an efficient exploration of the complex configurationalspacewith
multiple minima that is typical of a docking problem.The separationof the calculationof the
molecularaffinity grids from the docking simulationprovides a modularity to the procedure,
allowing the explorationof a rangeof representationsof molecularinteractions,from constant
dielectricsto finite differencemethodsandfrom standard12-6potentialfunctionsto distributions
based on observed binding sites.

3. Applications

The original FORTRAN versionof AutoDock was initially testedon a numberof protein-sub-
stratecomplexes which hadbeencharacterizedby x-ray crystallography7. Thesetestsincluded
phosphocholinebinding in a antibodycombiningsite, N-formyltryptophanbinding to chymot-
rypsin and N-acetylglucosaminebinding to Lysozyme.In almost all casesthe resultsof the
AutoDock simulationsfunctionally reproducedthecrystallographiccomplexes.In furtherappli-
cationsAutoDock wasusedto predictinteractionsof substrateswith aconitaseprior to any crys-
tallographicstructuresfor complexes. In this work we not only predictedthe binding modeof
isocitrate,but we demonstratedtheutility of AutoDock in generatingsubstratemodelsduringthe
early stagesof crystallographicproteins structurerefinement8. Citrate docking experiments
showedtwo bindingmodes,oneof which approximatedtheexperimentalelectrondensitydeter-
minedfor anaconitase-nitrocitratecomplex. Thedockingsimulationresultsprovidedinsightinto
the proposed reaction mechanism of the enzyme.

7. Goodsell,D.S.& Olson,A.J. (1990)“AutomatedDockingof Substratesto Proteinsby SimulatedAnneal-
ing”, Proteins: Str. Func. Genet., 8, 195-202.
8. Goodsell, D.S., Lauble, H., Stout, C.D & Olson, A.J. (1993) “Automated Docking in Crystallography:
Analysis of the Substrates of Aconitase”,Proteins: Str. Func. Genet., 17, 1-10.
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One novel and intriguing use of the software was reported from Koshland’s laboratory9. These

investigators used the known structures of the maltose-binding protein (MBP) and the ligand
binding domain of the aspartate receptor to predict the structure of the receptor-protein complex
(see diagram below). They used knowledge from mutational studies on MBP to select two

octapeptides on the protein known to be involved in the binding to the aspartate receptor, which

they docked independently to the model of the receptor using our automated docking code (the
backbones of the peptides were fixed, but the side-chain conformations and overall orientations
were unrestrained).

9. Stoddard, B.L. & Koshland, D.E. (1992) “Prediction of a receptor protein complex using a binary docking
method.”, Nature, 358 (6389), 774-776.

MBPreceptor

?

MBP MBP  octapeptides

receptor AutoDock
receptor

AutoDock
receptor

superimpose

MBP MBP+
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The distance and orientation of the two peptides as docked to the receptor corresponded to that in
the intact MBP, thus enabling a reasonable prediction of the protein-receptor complex. This tech-
nique could be generally useful in situations where there are data on multi-site interactions.

4. What’s New

In AutoDock version 3.0, we have added a promising new, hybrid search technique that imple-
ments an adaptive global optimizer with local search, based on the work of Rik Belew and Will-
iam Hart10 at the Department of Computational Science, University of California at San Diego.
The global search method is a C++ implementation of a modified genetic algorithm (GA), with
2-point crossover and random mutation. The local search method is based on the optimization
algorithm of Solis and Wets11 (SW), which has the advantage that it does not require gradient
information in order to proceed. The local searcher modifies the phenotype, which is allowed to
update the genotype: clearly this contravenes Mendelian genetics observed in nature, but it does
improve the overall performance of the method. We refer to this hybrid genetic algorithm with
phenotypic local search as a Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm or LGA for short, since it utilizes
(discredited) Lamarckian notion that an adaptations of an individual to its environment can be
inherited by its offspring.

The SW local searcher uses fixed variances which are initially and uniformly 1. These variances
are used for probabilistically determining the change to a particular state variable, like the x-trans-
lation. These variances are either doubled or halved during the search, depending on the number
of consecutive successful or failed moves. Success is a drop in energy. We have modified the clas-
sical SW method to take into account in the variances the relative magnitudes of translations and
rotations (in Angstroms and radians respectively). We call this method pseudo-Solis and Wets
(pSW).

The genome consists of floating point genes each of which encodes one state variable describing
the molecular position, orientation and conformation. This is a departure from the classical GA
approach, which dictates a purely binary implementation. By setting the rate of genetic crossover
to zero, and increasing the rate of genetic mutation, our hybrid GA can mimic an evolutionary

10. William Hart’s doctoral thesis describes this hybrid global-local method, and can be found on the World
Wide Wed at “http://www.cs.sandia.gov/~wehart/abstracts_html/thesis.html”.
11. F.J. Solis and R.J.-B. Wets. (1981) “Minimization by random search techniques”, Mathematical Opera-
tions Research, 6, 19-30.

MBP/receptor complex

receptorMBP +
superimpose
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programming (EP) method.

AutoDock can now be used as a standalone energy minimizer by using the command
“do_local_only”. Thus the user can now minimize a structure using exactly the same force field
as is used in the dockings. This could be useful, for example, in minimizing a crystal structure to
relieve bad contacts.

The hybrid global-local search routine uses a library of portable routines for random number gen-
eration, based on the method of L’Ecuyer & Cote12. This is code is a transliteration of the original
Pascal carried out by the Department of Biomathematics, University of Texas. This random num-
ber generator (RNG) has the advantage of providing a set of random numbers that are hardware
independent. The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm still uses the built-in “drand48” function on
most platforms, but the drand48 implementation may vary from platform to platform.

Our results show that the Lamarckian GA, (also known as the hybrid GA-SW and GA-pSW meth-
ods) reproduce the crystal complex more reliably using the same number of energy evaluations
than SA does.

There are new keywords that have been added to AutoDock to assist in setting up a docking using
the new methods. Those keywords that pertain to the genetic algorithm are prefixed with the let-
ters “ga_” , those specific to local search have the prefix “ls_” and those specific to Solis and
Wets and pseudo-Solis and Wets have the prefix “sw_”. To use the GA, the “set_ga” directive
must be given Classical Solis and Wets needs “set_sw1”, and pseudo-Solis and Wets requires
“set_psw1”. In order to begin the GA, the keyword “ga_run” must be given along with a number
of runs to be executed.

In order to perform conformational cluster analysis after the dockings, the keyword “analysis”
must be supplied as the final line, otherwise no structural output will be generated.

A small change must now be made to old SA docking parameter files, with the addition of the
keywords “simanneal” and “analysis”. These instruct AutoDock respectively to begin the SA
docking, and when the requested number of runs have been carried out, perform cluster analysis.

12. P.  L’Ecuyer and S. Cote. (1991) “Implementing a Random  Number Package with Splitting Facilities”,
ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software, 17, 98-111
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5. Overview of the Free Energy Function

In version 3.0 of AutoGrid and AutoDock, we introduced a new kind of scoring function that is
used during and at the end of the dockings. It is based on the principles of QSAR (quantitative
structure-activity relationships) and was parameterized using a large number of protein-inhibitor
complexes for which both their structure and inhibition constants, or Ki, were known. The user is
encouraged to refer to the description of how this free energy function was derived in the original
literature3.

The above diagram shows the thermodynamic cycle for the binding of an enzyme, E, and an
inhibitor, I, in both the solvated phase and in vacuo. Note the solvent molecules are indicated by
filled circles: they tend to be ordered around the larger molecules, but when E and I bind, several
solvent molecules are liberated and become disordered. This is an entropic effect and is the basis

+E I E I

+E I

∆Gbinding,vacuo

∆Gbinding,solution

∆Gsolvation(E+I) ∆Gsolvation(EI)

E I +

+ Η2Ο + Η2Ο
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of the hydrophobic effect. The solvent ordering around E and I, when both bound and unbound, is
strongly influenced by the hydrogen bonding between these molecules. These hydrogen bonds
between solvent and E, and solvent and I, contribute enthalpic stabilization, and is something we
can estimate in our new free energy function.

According to Hess’s law of heat summation, the change in free energy between two states will be
the same, no matter what the path. So we can calculate the free energy of binding in solvent by the
following equation:

∆Gbinding,solution = ∆Gbinding,vacuo + ∆Gsolvation(EI) - ∆Gsolvation(E+I)

Since we can calculate ∆Gbinding,vacuo from our docking simulation, and can estimate the free energy
change upon solvation for the separate molecules E and I, and for the complex, EI, ∆Gsolvation(EI)

and ∆Gsolvation(E+I) respectively, then it is also possible to calculate the free energy change upon
binding of the inhibitor to the enzyme in solution, ∆Gbinding,solv. Thus, we can estimate the inhibi-
tion constant, Ki, for the inhibitor, I.

A key point to bear in mind is that most parts of the new scoring function are essentially the same
as the original AutoDock scoring function used in versions prior to 3.0, except that various terms
in the molecular mechanics energy function have been re-scaled by new coefficients, and new
terms have been introduced. These new terms include the desolvation free energy of the ligand,
and an estimate of the loss of conformational degrees of freedom of the ligand upon binding.

The coefficients were derived using linear regression analysis, and we chose the linear regression
model that most closely fit the observed inhibition constant data. Thus the user should not modify
these coefficients lightly.

For the curious, these coefficients are defined in “gpf3gen.awk” and “dpf3gen.awk”, and their
variable names and values are as follows:

#
# Free energy model 140n coefficients:
#
FE_vdW_coeff   = 0.1485
FE_estat_coeff = 0.1146
FE_hbond_coeff = 0.0656
FE_tors_coeff  = 0.3113
FE_desol_coeff = 0.1711

So for example, in Table 2 on page 19 and Table 3 on page 21, the values used in the AutoDock
3.0 scoring function will be as given except the van der Waals coefficients and well depth ener-
gies, ε, will be scaled by 0.1485, the electrostatic energy will be scaled by 0.1146, and the hydro-
gen bonding terms will be scaled by 0.0656. The new terms for loss of torsional degrees of
freedom upon binding and the ligand desolvation free energy will be scaled by 0.3113 and 0.1711
respectively. The torsional term is actually the number of rotatable bonds in the ligand that rotate
heavy atoms, multiplied by the coefficient, 0.3113. Hydroxyl rotors, for example, are not counted.
This number is actually determined by AutoTors, and is written in the ligand PDBQ file after the
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new keyword, “TDOF”. This canalsobesetin theDPF, usingthekeyword “torsdof n 0.3113”,
wheren is the number of heavy-atom rotatable bonds.

Note that thenew desolvation freeenergy term is only calculatedfor aliphaticandaromaticcar-
bon atomsin the ligand.We found that the quality of the final empiricalfree energy modelwas
notaffectedby theinclusionof theheteroatomsN andO in this term,sotheseareignoredfor sim-
plicity andspeedof calculation.This doesmeanthattheligandinput PDBQfile mustdistinguish
betweencarbonatomsthatarealiphaticandthosethatarearomatic.This is doneby changingthe
atomnamesof thearomaticcarbonssothat the initial ‘C’ is replacedby ‘A’. For example,if the
ligandhappenedto beapeptidomimeticinhibitor whichcontainedaPhe-sidechain,thentheatom
namesin thePDBQfile would have to bechangedfrom CG,CD1,CD2,CE1,CE2andCZ, into
AG, AD1, AD2, AE1, AE2 andAZ, respectively. To help the userdo this automatically, Auto-
Tors hasanew optionthatcanbeinvokedusingthe‘-A’ flagon thecommandline. Thiswill look
for all planarcyclic carbonsandassumethesearearomatic:it will thenchangetheir atomnames
automatically. Theusercanalsooverridethedefault angleAutoTors usesto determineplanarity.
See the Section below onAutoTors.

This alsomeansAutoGrid will calculatetwo different typesof carbongrid maps,one for ali-
phatic carbonsin the ligand (*.C.map),and one for aromaticcarbonsin the ligand (*.A.map).
Thesewill beinputby AutoDock for thedockingcalculations,andtheinternalenergy parameters
must also specify the values for the aromatic and aliphatic carbon atoms.

Anotherpoint to bearin mind is that AutoGrid 3.0 cancalculatesmoothedpairwisepotentials:
the lowest energy within a user-defineddistanceis storedat the currentposition.This hasthe
effect of ‘widening’ the basin of affinity. This smoothingdistanceis set using the keyword
‘smooth’ in the grid parameterinput file to AutoGrid. It is very important that the value of
‘smooth’ is not changedfrom 0.5Å, sincethe freeenergy functionwascalibratedusingthis set-
ting. If smooth is set to 0.0Å, for example, the calculated free energies will probably be too high.

6. Grid Maps

AutoDock requirespre-calculatedgrid maps, onefor eachatomtypepresentin the ligandbeing
docked.Thishelpsto make thedockingcalculationsextremelyfast.Thesemapsarecalculatedby
AutoGrid. A grid map consistsof a threedimensionallattice of regularly spacedpoints, sur-
rounding(eitherentirelyor partly) andcenteredon someregion of interestof themacromolecule
understudy. This could be a protein,enzyme,antibody, DNA, RNA or even a polymeror ionic
crystal. Typical grid point spacingvaries from 0.2Å to 1.0Å, althoughthe default is 0.375Å
(roughlya quarterof the lengthof a carbon-carbonsinglebond).Eachpoint within thegrid map
storesthepotentialenergy of a ‘probe’ atomor functionalgroupthatis dueto all theatomsin the
macromolecule.

The usermust specify an even numberof grid points in eachdimension,nx, ny and nz. This is
becauseAutoGrid addsa centralpoint, andAutoDock requiresan odd numberof grid points.
Theprobe’senergy ateachgrid point is determinedby thesetof parameterssuppliedfor thatpar-
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ticular atom type, and is the summationover all atomsof the macromolecule,within a non-
bonded cutoff radius, of all pairwise interactions.

The following figure illustrates the main features of a grid map:

Theligandcanbeseenin thecentreof thegrid map,buriedinsidetheactivesiteof theprotein.In
this case,thegrid mapencompassesthewholeprotein.Thegrid spacingis thesamein all three
dimensions.

As mentionedin thedescriptionof thenew freeenergy function,theusercansmooththepairwise
potentials,by storingthelowestenergy within agivendistanceof thecurrentpairwiseseparation.
Thevalueof this specifiedin theGPF, andshouldnot bechangedfrom ‘smooth 0.5’ in orderto
use the function described in the literature3.

In addition,in AutoGrid 3.0, theusermustusea new utility programto specifytheatomicfrag-
mentalvolumeandatomicsolvationparametersfor eachatomin themacromolecule,andfor all
thecarbonatomsin theligand.This requirestheassignmentof theseparametersto themacromol-
eculeusingtheprogram‘addsol’ to createaPDBQSfile. This resemblesaPDBformattedfile, but
in additiongivesthepartialchargesandsolvationparametersfor eachatom.Thesolvationparam-
etersfor theligand‘probe’ atomsarespecifiedin theGPF, by the“sol_par” keyword,andshould
not be modified unless the free energy function is not needed.

ny+1

nx+1

nz+1

grid spacing /Å

grid point

probe atom
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One last addition to the GPF, is the introduction of a ‘constant’ keyword. This was introduced to
penalize hydrogen bonds lost upon ligand binding. This defines a constant energy that is added to
all the values in a grid map. The rationale for this is as follows: when a ligand goes from the
unbound to the bound state, and is capable of making hydrogen bonds, it may or may not lose the
enthalpic stabilization of one or more of these H-bonds. We assume that a ligand in the aqueous
phase accepts and donates as many hydrogen bonds as it can. However, we found that a plot of the
total hydrogen bonding energy for the bound ligand in the protein complex, versus the maximum
number of possible hydrogen bonds the ligand could form, indicated that on average only 36% of
the maximum well depth stabilization was achieved for each possible hydrogen bond. Thus a
ligand atom in the complex that has a hydrogen bonding capacity must experience at least this
amount of stabilization before it can be formed. Those that cannot are penalized by this amount.

7. Van der Waals Potential Energy

The pairwise potential energy, V(r), between two non-bonded atoms can be expressed as a func-
tion of internuclear separation, r, as follows,

Graphically, if reqm is the equilibrium internuclear separation, and ε is the well depth at reqm, then:

The exponential, repulsive, exchange energy is often approximated thus,

V r( ) Ae
br–

r
------------

C6

r
6

------–=

r

V(r)

+Ae-br/rrepulsive, exchange energy
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Hence pairwise-atomic interaction energies can be approximated using the following general
equation,

where m and n are integers, and Cn and Cm are constants whose values depend on the depth of the
energy well and the equilibrium separation of the two atoms’ nuclei. Typically the 12-6 Lennard-
Jones parameters (n=12, m=6) are used to model the Van der Waals’ forces13 experienced between
two instantaneous dipoles. However, the 12-10 form of this expression (n=12, m=10) can be used
to model hydrogen bonds (see “Modeling Hydrogen Bonds” below). Appendix II gives the
parameters which were distributed with the first (FORTRAN-77) version of AutoDock, and
which have been used in numerous published articles.

A revised set of parameters has been calculated, which use the same Van der Waals radius of a
given atom for all pairwise distances, no matter what the other atom. Likewise, the well-depths
are consistently related. Let reqm,XX be the equilibrium separation between the nuclei of two like
atoms, X, and let εXX be their pairwise potential energy or well depth. The combining rules for the
Van der Waals radius, reqm, and the well depth, ε, for two different atoms X and Y, are:

A derivation for the Lennard-Jones potential sometimes seen in text books invokes the parameter,
σ, thus,

Then the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential becomes:

Hence, the coefficients C12 and C6 are given by:

13. van der Waals, J. H. (1908) Lehrbuch der Thermodynamik, Mass and Van Suchtelen, Leipzig, Part 1
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We can derive a general relationship between the coefficients, equilibrium separation and well
depth as follows. At the equilibrium separation, reqm, the potential energy is a minimumand equal
to the well depth: in other words, V(reqm) = -ε. The derivative of the potential with respect to sepa-
ration will be zero at the minimum potential:

therefore:

so:

Substituting Cm into the original equation for V(r), then at equilibrium we obtain,

Rearranging:

Therefore, the coefficient Cn can be expressed in terms of n, m, ε and reqm thus:

and, substituting into original equation for V(r),
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In summary, then, we obtain the general equation for any n, m:

One final point worth making here is the effect of the ‘smooth 0.500’ command on the pairwise
potentials. This is set in the AutoGrid input file (also known as the ‘GPF’). This is best illustrated
with a diagram; note that this has the effect of widening the region of maximum affinity at ε, and
also reduces the potential energy at r=0 to a finite value:

Example reqm and ε parameters for various AMBER atom types of carbon are shown in Table 1.

Using the equations describing C12 and C6 above, the following new set of 12-6 parameters were

Table 1: AMBER parameters for carbon atom types.

AMBER atom type
reqm

_ --- / Å
ε

/ kcal mol -1

C, C*, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, CF, CG, CH, CI, CJ, CM, CN, CP 1.850 0.12

C2 1.925 0.12

C3 2.000 0.15

CH 1.850 0.09

CT 1.800 0.06

V r( )

m
n m–
--------------εreqm

n

rn
------------------------

n
n m–
--------------εreqm

m

rm
------------------------–≈

r

V(r)

reqm

ε

0

Standard van der Waals potential

‘Smoothed’ van der Waals potential

(unsmoothed)
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calculated shown in Table 2. These parameters may be used with AutoDock version 3.0, or alter-
natively, you may use or derive your own. Remember the linear regression coefficients for the van
der Waals term has not been applied to the parameters in this table.

The above parameters yield the following graphs, for C, N, O and H atom types; the curves in
order of increasing well-depth are: HH << CH < NH < OH << CC < CN < CO < NN < NO < OO:-

Table 2: Self-consistent Lennard-Jones 12-6 parameters, before multiplication by the free energy model coefficients.

Atoms i-j reqm,ij

----------/ Å
εij

/ kcal mol -1
C12

/ kcal mol -1Å12
C6

/ kcal mol -1Å6

C-C 4.00 0.150 2516582.400 1228.800000

C-N 3.75 0.155 1198066.249  861.634784

C-O 3.60 0.173  820711.722  754.059521

C-S 4.00 0.173 2905899.052 1418.896022

C-H 3.00 0.055   29108.222   79.857949

N-C 3.75 0.155 1198066.249  861.634784

N-N 3.50 0.160  540675.281  588.245000

N-O 3.35 0.179  357365.541  505.677729

N-S 3.75 0.179 1383407.742  994.930149

N-H 2.75 0.057   10581.989   48.932922

O-C 3.60 0.173  820711.722  754.059521

O-N 3.35 0.179  357365.541  505.677729

O-O 3.20 0.200  230584.301  429.496730

O-S 3.60 0.200  947676.268  870.712934

O-H 2.60 0.063    6035.457   39.075098

S-C 4.00 0.173 2905899.052 1418.896022

S-N 3.75 0.179 1383407.742  994.930149

S-O 3.60 0.200  947676.268  870.712934

S-S 4.00 0.200 3355443.200 1638.400000

S-H 3.00 0.063   33611.280   92.212017

H-C 3.00 0.055   29108.222   79.857949

H-N 2.75 0.057   10581.989   48.932922

H-O 2.60 0.063    6035.457   39.075098

H-S 3.00 0.063   33611.280   92.212017

H-H 2.00 0.020      81.920    2.560000
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Grid maps are required only for those atom types present in the ligand being docked. For example,
if the ligand being docked is a hydrocarbon, then only carbon and hydrogen grid maps would be
required. In practice, however, non-polar hydrogens would not be modeled explicitly, so just the
carbon grid map would be needed, for ‘united atom’ carbons. This saves both disk space and com-
putational time.

8. Modelling Hydrogen Bonds

Hydrogen bonds are frequently important in ligand binding. These interactions can be modeled
explicitly in AutoDock.

In order to save having two types of hydrogen grid maps, and thus conserve disk space, we nor-
mally use ligands with just one type of hydrogen, namely polar hydrogens. Polar hydrogens can
be defined here as those bonded to heteroatoms like nitrogen and oxygen, while non-polar hydro-
gens are bonded to carbon atoms.

If you want to model non-polar hydrogens as well, you would need a separate map for such
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hydrogens.You could usethe atom type code‘h’ for non-polarhydrogens,and ‘H’ for polar
hydrogens. Use 12-6 to distinguish non-polar hygrogens, and 12-10 for polar hydrogens.

The usermust specifythe appropriate12-10parametersin the AutoGrid parameterfile, andon
the correctlines.Pairwiseatomicinteractionenergy parametersarealwaysgiven in blocksof 7
lines,in theorder:C, N, O, S,H, X, M. X andM are“spare”atomtypes:If therewerephosphorus
atomsin thereceptor, X couldbeusedasP. For example,to modeldonor hydrogensin theligand,
12-10parameterswould beneededin thehydrogen parameterblock, but only for H-bondaccep-
tors,N,O andS(second,third andfourth linesin theH-parameters).Theotherparametersremain
as12-6Lennard-Jonesvalues(C,H,X andM). In orderto keepthesymmetryof pairwiseenerget-
ics (H-O is thesameasO-H), theusermustspecify12-10parametersfor H (fifth line) in theN, O
and S-parameter blocks.

AutoGrid detectshydrogenbondparametersin thegrid parameterfile, if eithern is not12or m is
not6. If so,thepairwiseinteractionis modulatedby afunctionof thecosineof thehydrogenbond
angle. This takes into account the directionality of hydrogen-bonds.

AutoGrid incorporatestheangulardependenceof thehydrogenbondpotential.Theidealhydro-
genbondwould have an angle,θ, of 180˚ betweenthe lone-pairof the acceptoratom,the polar
hydrogen and the donor atom, thus:

As θ decreases,thestrengthof thehydrogenbonddiminishes.Therearenohydrogenbondswhen
θ is 90˚ or less.

8.1 A note on atom type codes:

Note: If you usehydrogenbondingfor nitrogen,you mayneedto distinguishbetweennitrogens
thatcanbeacceptorsandthosethatcanbedonors.Theabove settingsfor N andH would allow

Table 3: Self-consistent Hydrogen bonding 12-10 parameters, before multiplication by the free energy model coefficients.

Atoms i-j reqm,ij

----------/ Å
εij

/ kcal mol -1
C12

/ kcal mol -1Å12
C10

/ kcal mol -1Å6

N-H 1.90 5.00 55332.873 18393.199

O-H 1.90 5.00 55332.873 18393.199

S-H 2.50 1.00 298023.224 57220.459

O H N

θ

donor

acceptor

probe

macromolecule
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>NH to accept a hydrogen bond. To avoid this, such nitrogens should be treated as 12-6 non-
hydrogen bonders: used ‘n’ as the atom type code instead of ‘N’. This would mean, of course, an
extra grid map.

If you use polar and non-polar hydrogens, for example, with atom type codes of ‘H’ and ‘h’, you
must edit the atom names in the PDBQ files by hand. This would apply to different flavours of
nitrogen, ‘N’ for polar and ‘n’ for non-polar; or carbon, ‘C’ for aliphatic carbons and ‘A’ for aro-
matic carbons.

9. Electrostatic Potential Grid Maps

In addition to the atomic affinity grid maps, AutoDock requires an electrostatic potential grid
map. Polar hydrogens must be added, if hydrogen-bonds are being modeled explicitly. Partial
atomic charges must be assigned to the macromolecule. The electrostatic grid can be generated by
AutoGrid, or by other programs such as MEAD14 or DELPHI15, which solve the linearized Pois-
son-Boltzmann equation. AutoGrid calculates Coulombic interactions between the macromole-
cule and a probe of charge e, +1.60219x10-19 C; there is no distance cutoff used for electrostatic
interactions. A sigmoidal distance-dependent dielectric function is used to model solvent screen-
ing, based on the work of Mehler and Solmajer16,

where: B = ε0 - A; ε0 = the dielectric constant of bulk water at 25˚C = 78.4; A = -8.5525, λ =
0.003627 and k = 7.7839 are parameters.

Charges must be stored in PDBQ format in order for AutoGrid to read them. PDBQ is an aug-
mented form of the standard PDB format, in which an extra column is used to store the partial
atomic charges (hence the “Q” in “PDBQ”). Columns 71-76 of the PDB file hold the partial
atomic charge (the older form of PDBQ contains charges in columns 55-61).

Charges can be assigned using a molecular modeling program. Unix shell scripts are provided to
convert from Insight9517 “.car” files (“cartopdbq”) and SYBYL18 “.mol2” files

14. Bashford, D. and Gerwert, K. (1992) “Electrostatic calculations of the pKa values of ionizable groups in
bacteriorhodopsin”, J. Mol. Biol., 224, 473-486; Bashford, D. and Karplus, M. (1990) “pKas of ionizable
groups in proteins - atomic detail from a continuum electrostatic model.”, Biochemistry, 29, 10219-10225;
MEAD is available from Donald E. Bashford, Dept. Molecular Biology, Mail Drop MB1, The Scripps
Research Institute, 10666 North Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037.
15. Gilson, M.K. and Honig, B. (1987) Nature, 330, 84-86; DELPHI is available from Biosym Technologies,
9685 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121-2777, USA.
16. Mehler, E.L. and Solmajer, T. (1991) “Electrostatic effects in proteins: comparison of dielectric and
charge models” Protein Engineering, 4, 903-910.
17. Biosym/MSI, 9685 Scranton Road, San Diego, California 92121-3752, USA.
18. Tripos Associates, Inc., 1699 South Hanley Road, Suite 303, St. Louis, Missouri 63144-2913, USA.
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(“mol2topdbq” ). See also “q.amber” and “q.kollua”, in the appendices.
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10. Getting Started...

This section describes very quickly the method for setting up a docking using the AutoDock pro-
grams. You should find all these utilities under the “share” and “bin” directories. Before you
start, add these two lines to your .cshrc: “setenv AUTODOCK_UTI /path/to/the/directory/

share” and “set path=($path $AUTODOCK_UTI)”. Make sure you “source .cshrc” also.

(1) The macromolecule first needs polar hydrogens to be added and then partial atomic
charges to be assigned. This can be done efficiently in SYBYL, e.g., using the
“Biopolymer” menu, adding “Essential_Only” hydrogens and assigning “KOLLUA”
partial charges to the protein. Create the PDBQS file19 for the macromolecule. Save
the protein in “mol2” format, and then convert into PDBQS format using
“mol2topdbqs”. This also assigns atomic solvation parameters and creates
“macro.pdbqs”:

% mol2topdbqs macro.mol2

(2) If you already have a PDBQ-formatted version of your macromolecule, say
“macro.pdbq”, you must assign the atomic solvation parameters to it. The “addsol”
program will input “macro.pdbq” and output a PDBQS file, “macro.pdbqs”:

% addsol macro.pdbq macro.pdbqs

(3) Create the ligand PDBQ file20 using “deftors”21, to define any torsions that you want to
be explored during the docking. (Label the ligand with “Atom ID” or atom serial
numbers in a molecular viewer. This will help in assigning the atoms):

% deftors lig.mol2

(4) Create the GPF (grid parameter file) and the DPF (docking parameter file).

% mkgpf3 lig.pdbq macro.pdbqs
% mkdpf3 lig.pdbq macro.pdbqs

These create files with names derived from the ligand and macromolecule files,

19. This contains the PDB records in addition to the partial atomic charges and atomic solvation parameters.
20. This contains the root atoms and the branches and torsions defining the rotatable bonds in the ligand, as
well as the partial atomic charges.
21. The script deftors uses the program AutoTors to assign root atoms and torsions.
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namely “macro.gpf” and “lig.macro.dpf”22.

(5) Edit the GPF and then use AutoGrid to calculate the grid maps.

% autogrid3 -p macro.gpf -l macro.glg &

(6) Edit the DPF and then perform the dockings using AutoDock.

% autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.dlg &

(7) To view docking results in a molecular modelling program, use “get-docked”, to cre-
ate a PDB formatted file. It will be called “lig.macro.dlg.pdb” and will contain all
the docked conformations output by AutoDock in the “lig.macro.dlg” file.

% get-docked lig.macro.dlg

Or to view in AVS, use “mkdlgfld”,”mkatmtypfld” and “mkbndfld”.

(8) You don’t need to do this step. But if you are interested, you can calculate the energy
of a given ligand conformation in the crystal structure you used to calculate the maps:

% autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.epdb.log -c <
lig.macro.epdb.com

where the AutoDock command file “lig.macro.epdb.com” contains the two com-
mands, “epdb lig.pdbq” and “stop” on separate lines.

There are several Unix shell scripts and “awk” programs to help set up default parameter files for
AutoGrid and AutoDock. They are described in more detail in the Appendix. The user must
check their input “gpf” and “dpf” files, to ensure the defaults look reasonable. The user can adjust
the default parameters using a text editor like “vi” or “emacs”. These parameters are described in
the sections “AutoGrid Parameter File Format” and “AutoDock Parameter File Format”, in the
appendices.

11. Setting Up AutoGrid and AutoDock Jobs

Let us suppose that the user wishes to test AutoDock by trying to reproduce an x-ray crystallo-
graphic structure of a ligand-enzyme complex taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank. The
first step is to split the desired PDB file into two separate PDB files, one containing all the heavy
atoms of the enzyme, the other containing those of the ligand. Both files should retain the exten-

22. The stems differ because the grid parameter file is specific to the macromolecule only, but the docking
parameter file is specific to both the ligand and the macromolecule. Therefore, try and keep the ligand and
macromol filename stems short.
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sion ‘.pdb’.

Note: Care should be taken when the PDB file contains disordered residues, where alternate loca-
tion indicators (column 17) have been assigned. For each such atom, the user must select only one
of the possible alternate locations (preferably that with the highest occupancy value).

We will discuss in the next sections, the steps needed to prepare the parameter files for AutoGrid
and AutoDock. If desired, the user may specify rotatable bonds in the ligand (receptor flexibility
is not allowed). To help this definition, there is a program called AutoTors. This utility interac-
tively queries the user about the rigid portion of the molecule (the “root”) and rotatable torsions
(the “branches” and “torsions”). Then it outputs the ligand in PDBQ format for AutoDock. It can
even process partial charges on the hydrogens to create a polar-hydrogen only version of the
ligand. This will be discussed in greater detail below.

12. Preparing the Ligand

Initially you must add hydrogens to all atoms in the ligand, ensuring their valences are completed.
This can be done using a molecular modeling package. Make sure that the atom types are correct
before adding hydrogens. You may want to specify the pH, depending on whether charged or neu-
tral carboxylates and amides are desired.

Next, assign partial atomic charges to the molecule. AMPAC or MOPAC can be used to generate
partial atomic charges for the ligand. These charges must be written out in PDBQ format, which
has the same columns as a Brookhaven PDB format, but with an added column of partial atomic
charges (see ‘cartopdbq’ and ‘mol2topdbq’ in Appendix I).

13. Ligand Flexibility and Constraints

To allow flexibility in the ligand, it is necessary to assign the rotatable bonds. It is a good idea to
have handy a plot of the ligand, labelled by atom name, and a second labelled by atom serial num-
ber (atom ID). AutoDock can handle up to MAX_TORS rotatable bonds: this parameter is defined
in “autodock.h”, and is ordinarily set to 32. If this value is changed, AutoDock must be recom-
piled.

Torsions are defined in the PDBQ file using the following tokens or keywords:

ROOT / ENDROOT
BRANCH / ENDBRANCH
TORSION / ENDTORSION

These keywords use the metaphor of a tree. See the diagram below for an example. The “root” is
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defined as the fixedportion of the ligand, from which rotatable‘branches’ sprout. Branches within
branches are possible, and torsions are a special case of branches, where the two atoms at either
end of the rotatable bond have only two nearest neighbors (unlike branches which can have three
or more). Nested rotatable bonds are rotated in order from the “leaves” to the “root”.

The PDBQ keywords must be carefully placed, and the order of the ATOM or HETATM records
may need to be changed in order to fit into the correct branches. The PDBQ keywords can be
abbreviated to no less than the first 4 letters. To assist the user in placing these keywords correctly,
and in re-ordering the ATOM or HETATM records in the ligand PDBQ file, it is best to use the
interactive program AutoTors (see below).

Note: AutoTors, AutoGrid and AutoDock do not recognize PDB “CONECT” records, neither do
they output them.

“CONSTRAIN” defines a single, optional distance constraint, between two flexible parts of the
ligand. It is not normally used in docking. This retains only those conformations where this dis-
tance is within a certain range of values. In docking, a conformation which violates this constraint
is instantly rejected; it does not increment the rejections-counter in simulated annealing, its
energy is not evaluated, nor is the steps-counter incremented. This PDBQ keyword has the follow-
ing syntax:

CONSTRAIN atom1 atom2 lower upper

The first two parameters are the atom serial numbers of the two atoms to be constrained, and the
last two are the lower and upper bounds for this distance, in Angstroms. This can be particularly
useful when docking say two proteins: a loop from one protein can be cut out and the ends con-
strained to have roughly the same value as in the original protein.
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The next sections describe the input files needed for AutoTors, and how to run it.

14. Using AutoTors to Define Torsions in the Ligand

This section describes input and output files used and generated by AutoTors. Input consists of
one or two files, depending on whether the ligand is in our “AutoDock-standard” PDBQ-format,
or in Sybyl’s mol2-format. PDBQ-format is the default; mol2-format is allowed with the “-m”
flag (see below).

14.1 Ligand is in PDBQ-format:

When the ligand is in PDBQ format, AutoTors also needs a “bnd” or bond file, which describes
the connectivity of the atoms in the ligand. In this example, the bond file is “oligo.bnd”, and
“oligo.pdbq” is the input PDBQ file; “oligo.out.pdbq” is created and contains all the ROOT,
BRANCH and TORS keywords needed to define the torsions selected by the user.

% autotors oligo.bnd oligo.pdbq oligo.out.pdbq

The “.bnd” file, contains information about the covalent bonds in the ligand. The bonds are
described by the serial numbers of the atoms in the input PDBQ file, with one line per bond. For
example, if C10 is the atom appearing on the first “ATOM” line in the PDBQ file, and it is bonded
to N18 which appears on the 17th line in the PDBQ file, this information appears as a discrete line
in the “.bnd” file as: “1 17”. The output of “pdbtoatm” is an “atm” file, which can be converted to
a “bnd” file, using “atmtobnd”. For example, to generate a “bnd” file, use something like this
command:

% pdbtoatm vitc.pdbq | atmtobnd > vitc.bnd

14.2 Ligand is in Mol2-format:

When the ligand is in SYBYL-mol2 format, no “bnd” bond file is required, in addition to -m flag.
This is because the mol2 file contains both atom coordinates and bonding information. So, for
example the following command would read in the “lead.mol2” file and after interactively
requesting which torsions to rotate, AutoTors would write out “lead.out.pdbq”:

% autotors -m lead.mol2 lead.out.pdbq

14.3 AutoTors Output:

The output filename is defined by the last AutoTors command-line argument. Output consists of
PDBQ-formatted lines, rearranged as required by AutoDock, according to the user’s specification
of the fixed ROOT portion of the molecule, and the allowed rotatable bonds in the rest of the mol-
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ecule. AutoTors inserts the ROOT, ENDROOT, BRANCH, ENDBRANCH, TORS, and END-
TORS lines in the necessary places.

14.4 AutoTors Flags:

-m <input_ligand_mol2_file>

This flag is used when the input file is in Tripos ’mol2’ format (produced by SYBYL). When
it is entered on the command line, the program uses only 1 file for both kinds of input (the bond
data input file and the pdbq data input file) and uses the second file specified for output. [If the
user runs the program with the -m flag AND three file parameters on the command line, the first
file will be opened for reading the input needed by the program, the second opened for writing
and the third ignored.  This means any contents in the second file will get over-written and lost.]

-h

This flag causes the program to detect non-polar hydrogens, that is hydrogen atoms bonded to
carbon atoms, to merge the charge of each with the charge of the carbon to which it is bonded and
to delete the line of output data pertaining to that hydrogen. At the end of the program, a count of
the number of non-polar hydrogens which have been merged in this fashion is written to the
screen.

-o

This flag is used only in conjunction with the -h flag when the pdbq data is in the older pdbq
format. It causes the program to obtain charge data from column 55 instead of column 70. (Its use
along with the -m flag is an error but this is disregarded.)

-a

This flag instructs AutoTors to disallow torsion rotations in amide and peptide bonds, (C=O)-
-(NH).

-b

This flag is useful for peptides. It disallows rotations in backbone torsions, including phi, psi
and omega (peptide) torsions.

-c

        This will add atom connectivity to the ATOM records in the output pdbq file.

-e

This instructs AutoTors to use the atom types given in the mol2file. This can only be used
with the ’-m’ mol2-format flag.
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-r

        This sets the ROOT to be the non-hydrogen atom closest to the center of the molecule.

-M

This instructs AutoTors to use the ROTATABLE_BOND and ANCHOR information in a Tri-
pos SYBYL mol2 formatted file, to define the ROOT and active torsions.

-A
-A +<angle>

This flag causes the program to check rings for aromaticity. If all the ring atoms are ’co-pla-
nar’ enough, the program replaces ’C’ by ’A’ for all carbons in the ring. This distinction is neces-
sary in the AutoDock 3.0 Force Field computations. By default, the test for planarity is whether
the angle between two adjacent atoms’ normal vectors is less than or equal to 7.5 degrees.

The user can specify what cut-off to use (and thus override the default of 7.5 degrees) by typ-
ing in a different angle after the -A flag. The angle should be given in degrees. Note: this number
must be preceeded by a plus sign, ’+’.  For example:

% autotors -A +6.2 myfile.bnd myfile.pdbq myfile.out

would cause autotors to use 6.2 degrees for this aromaticity cut-off angle between adjacent atoms.
This depends on how ’warped’ the ring is: some crystal structures can have aromatic rings that are
quite distorted from planarity.

The -m, -h and -a flag may appear in any order. The -o flag must be given after the -h flag.
Placement of these flags should follow these two examples. Square brackets denote optional flags:

% autotors [-h][-o][-a][-c] pept.bnd pept.pdbq pept.out.pdbq

For SYBYL-mol2 input, e.g.:

% autotors -m [-h][-o][-a][-c] drug.mol2 drug.out.pdbq

15. Running AutoTors

MAX_TORS: AutoDock is set up to allow a maximum number of torsions. If AutoTors detects
more torsions than are permitted, a warning to that effect is given and it is up to the user to reduce
the number of torsions, either by deleting or selecting the appropriate number of torsions.
MAX_TORS is defined in the file “autodock.h”; if this definition is changed, the autodock-
executable must be re-made, using the appropriate Makefile.
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There are four stages in running AutoTors:

15.1 Input Stage

(a) Data about bonds in the molecule are used to construct a tree -like structure. Each line of
bond data consists of two integers corresponding to the line numbers (in the pdbq file) of the
atoms involved. These integers are used as the ’id’s of the atoms in the molecule. Once the new
ids are read in, the pre-existing TREE is searched for ATOM_NODEs with either of these ids. If
only one such node is found, an ATOM_NODE is created for the other id and linked to the
already-entered node in the appropriate way. If the id of the pre-existing node was the first of the
two integers on the line of bond data, one of the node’s next links is set to the new node and one of
the new node’s prev links is set to the pre-existing node. In the other case, the opposite linking
pattern is set. If neither id can be found in the member ids of ATOM_NODEs in the TREE, two
new ATOM_NODEs are created, linked together in the appropriate way and held in a temporary
data structure for later linking into the ’TREE’ in phase b. If both of the ids are already in the
TREE, the two nodes with these ids are linked as appropriate. Moreover, this case signals the
detection of a cycle and the existing TREE is processed to detect the members of this cycle and to
store resulting information about the new cycle. The members of new cycle i are stored in two
dimensional global array cycle[i].  The number of members of cycle i is stored in cycle_size[i].

(b) After all the bond data is entered, the program attempts to attach any pairs which had not
been linked to pre-existing atoms. To do this, it searchs through the TREE AT MOST once for
each id in input data, attempting to add each unattached pair to the TREE. If any unattached pair
remains after this process, the input data is flawed and the program exits early with an error mes-
sage to that effect.

15.2 Root Specification Stage

After all the nodes are created and connected, in whatever order and direction the bond data spec-
ifies, the user interacts with the program to select the portion of the molecule to be considered the
’ROOT.’ This is the section of the molecule which will remain rigid and NOT undergo any tor-
sions.  This phase has two parts:

(a) Cycles detected are listed on the screen. The user either selects one of these cycles to be the
root (by entering the appropriate number) OR selects none of them as the root (by entering ’0’).

(b) The user can modify the list of root atoms at this point by adding atoms to the rootlist (by
entering the atom ’id.’). The user leaves this phase by entering ’q’ (to quit).

If no root atoms are specified, a message to this effect is written to the screen and the program
will exit at this point.

15.3 Torsions Detection and Selection Stage

Once at least one root atom has been designated, the program next processes the TREE, changing
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the direction of the links in the TREE as appropriate (so that all links previous to the root are pre-
vious and all nexts are nexts), and accumulating a list of possible torsions which the user edits
interactively.

(a) The TREE is traversed in a depth-first order traversal at this point detecting possible tor-
sions. Torsions cannot occur between root atoms NOR between atoms in a cycle. Moreover, tor-
sions are not permitted between atoms and their ’leaves’ (attached atoms which have no other
connection). In the case of the user-specified ’-a’ flag, amide bond torsions are not permitted. Dur-
ing this traversal, a linked list of possible torsions is built.

(b) The user is given the list of the torsions detected in the molecule and has an opportunity to
modify this list. Torsions can be deleted OR selected at this point.(Depending on whether only a
few are to be deleted or if only a few are to be selected). The user leaves this phase by entering ’q’
(for quit).

15.4 Root Expansion and Output Stage

The rest of program follows at this point with no further input from the user. The TREE is tra-
versed again and the rootlist is expanded to include any atoms which are between the existing
root section and ’BRANCH’es as defined by active torsions. Next, the TREE is traversed and
new_id numbers are assigned sequentially to the atoms in the TREE, starting with the root.
Finally, a last traversal through the TREE is made and output is written to the file specified by the
user on the command line. ’REMARK’ lines are written first describing each possible torsion and
its status at the end of the program. Next, the expanded list of root atoms is output preceeded by
a’ROOT’ line and followed by an ’ENDROOT’ line. Last, the rest of atoms in the molecule are
output with appropriate ’BRANCH’, ’TORS’, ’ENDBRANCH’ and ’ENDTORS’ lines inserted
as dictated by active torsions.

16. Adding Polar Hydrogens to the Macromolecule

When modeling hydrogen bonds explicitly, it is necessary to add polar hydrogens to the macro-
molecule. Then the appropriate partial atomic charges must be assigned. This can be achieved by
the user’s preferred method, e.g. using InsightII, Quanta, Sybyl, AMBER or CHARMm. Alter-
natively, one of the shell scripts described in the Appendix can be used. The charged macromole-
cule must be converted to PDBQS format so that AutoGrid can read it.

Note that most modeling systems add polar hydrogens in a default orientation, typically assuming
each new torsion angle is 0˚ or 180˚. Without some form of refinement, this can lead to spurious
locations for hydrogen-bonds. One option is to relax the hydrogens and perform a molecular
mechanics minimization on the structure. Another is to use a program like “pol_h” which takes as
input the default-added polar hydrogen structure, samples favorable locations for each movable
proton, and selects the best position for each. This “intelligent” placement of movable polar
hydrogens can be particularly important for tyrosines, serines and threonines.
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17. Running AutoGrid

AutoGrid requires an input grid parameter file, which usually has the extension “.gpf”. The com-
mand is issued as follows:

% autogrid3 -p macro.gpf -l macro.glg &

where ‘-p macro.gpf’ specifies the grid parameter file, and ‘-l macro.glg’ the log file output during
the grid calculation. The ‘&’ ensures that the this job will be run in the background. This whole
line can be prefixed with the ‘nice’ command to ensure other processes are not unduly affected.
The log file will inform the user of the maximum and minimum energies found during the grid
calculations.

AutoGrid writes out the grid maps in ASCII form, for readability and portability; AutoDock
expects ASCII format grid maps. For a description of the format of the grid map files, see the
appendices.

Check the minimum and maximum energies in each grid map: these are reported at the end of the
AutoGrid log file (here, it is “macro.glg”). Minimum van der Waals’ energies and hydrogen
bonding energies are typically -10 to -1 kcal/mol, while maximum van der Waals’ energies are
around +105 kcal/mol. Electrostatic potentials tend to range from around -103 to +103 kcal/mol: if
these are both 0, this is a fairly clear indication that there are no partial charges on the macromol-
ecule.

As well as the grid maps, AutoGrid creates two AVS-readable files, with the extensions ‘.fld’, and
‘.xyz’. The former is a field file summarizing the grid maps, and the latter describes the spatial
extent of the grids in Cartesian space. (To read the grid maps into AVS, use a “read field” mod-
ule.)

The ‘-o’ flag can be used on the AutoGrid command line to signify that the ‘.pdbq’ file specified
in the grid parameter file is in ‘old’ PDBQ format (charges are stored in columns 55-61).

18. Flexible Docking with AutoDock

As already described in the Introduction, AutoDock can use MonteCarlo simulated annealing
(SA), a genetic algorithm (GA), a hybrid genetic algorithm-local search (LGA), an evolutionary
programming (EP) or a pure local search (SW or pSW) engine in order to explore the conforma-
tional states of a flexible ligand.

Quaternion rotations23 have been implemented in handling the rigid body orientation of the

23. Shoemake, K. (1985) “Animating Rotation with Quaternion Curves” SIGGRAPH ‘85, 19, 245-254.
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ligand.It wasfoundthat this gave finer controlover themovementof the ligand,andgave better
docked solutionsthanwith the alternative Eulerianrotations.Quaternionsalsoavoid the gimbal
lock problem that Eulerian angles suffer from.

A docking“job” is a singleAutoDock process,which carriesout a numberof independentdock-
ing “runs”, eachof which begins with the sameinitial conditions.A simnulatedannealing(SA)
run is asequenceof constanttemperatureannealingcycles.A geneticalgorithm(GA, LGA or EP)
run consistsof a seriesof generations.Eachjob can be seededwith a user-definedor a time-
dependentrandom-numbergeneratorseed.If time-dependentseedsare requested,this value is
updated each time a run starts, so 10 runs in one job get 10 different seed values.

Thevariousparametersfor thedockingareusuallystoredin a dockingparameterfile, or “DPF”.
This is passedto AutoDock using a commandline flag (-p). Theseflags will be discussedin
greaterdetail later on. It is advisableto do a short run to checkthe DPF, beforecommitting to
spending billions of computer cycles. If there is any problem, a short run should find it.

Whatever searchengineis chosen,theDPFmustdefinethefollowing: therandomnumbergener-
ator seedor seedsusing“seed”; the atom“types” in the ligand,that matchthe grid mapspro-
ducedby AutoGrid; the “fld” field file that describesthe spatialextentsof the grids; and the
namesof the“map” files themselves.AutoDock mustbetold whatfilenamecontainstheligandto
“move”, and“about” which x,y,z coordinatethe rotationsandtranslationswill be centered.The
x,y,z valuesusedin the“about” commandmustbe in thesamecoordinateframeasthecoordi-
nates in the ligand PDBQ file specified in the “move” command.

Currentlyin AutoDock 3.0, the intial stateof theligandcanonly besetusingSA. All evolution-
arysearchmethods,GA, LGA andEP, automaticallystartwith arandompopulation.It is notpos-
sible to seed a population with user-defined individuals in version 3.0

The initial translationandquaternionof this ligandmay be set in SA dockingsonly, using the
“tran0” and “quat0” keywords.

Thestepsizesfor makingchangesto thestatevariablesaffect SA and theevolutionarymethods,
GA, LGA and EP. They are definedusing the “tstep”, “qstep” and “dstep” keywords.The
default values are: translation, 0.2 Å, rigid-body orientation and dihedral angles, 5˚.

If theligandis conformationallyflexible, theusermayspecify, for SA only, thenumberandinitial
valuesof theinitial dihedralanglesusing“ndihe” and“dihe0”. If thekeyword“random” is given
instead of explicit values, the ligand starts the SA with a random conformation.

The internal non-bondedpotential parametersare defiend using the “intnbp_coeffs” or
“intnbp_r_eps” keywords.The former acceptscoefficientswhile the latter acceptsequilibrium
separations in angstroms and well depths in kcal/mol. The latter input method is more intuitive.

The usershouldspecify the level of output during dockings,using “outlev”. Essentially, the
higher this integer, the more output is generated. A value of 1 is normally used.
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If the usergives the “analysis” command,thenafter all the docking runsarecompletedin a
given job, clusteranalysisor ‘structurebinning’ will be performed.This is basedon positional
rootmeansquaredeviationof correspondingatoms,rankingtheresultingfamiliesof dockedcon-
formationsin orderof increasingenergy. AutoDockwritesout a histogramshowing thenumber
of conformationsin eachcluster, andrepresentsit ‘graphically’ usinga barchartof ‘#’ symbols.
SearchtheAutoDock log file for thephrase‘HISTOGRAM’ all in upper-case,andyou will seethe
cluster analysis results.

The default methodfor structurebinning allows for symmetryrotations.For example,a tertiary
butyl canberotatedby +/-120˚andit will bechemicallyequivalentto theoriginal conformation.
In othercasesit maybedesirableto bypassthis similar atomtypecheckingandcalculatetherms
onaone-for-onebasis:thiscanbedoneusingthe“rmsnosym” keyword.Whenclusteringthecon-
formations,theroot meansquaredeviation tolerance“rmstol” andreferencestructure“rmsref”
filename should be specified. Typical values forrmstol range from 0.5 to 1.5 Å.

AutoDock’s analysistool comparesall the docked conformationswith one-another, and if two
conformationshave an rmsdthat is lessthanthe rmstol value,they areboth storedin the same
cluster. This is repeatedfor all conformations,and the clustersare output ranked in order of
increasingenergy from mostnegative to mostpositive. To performtheclusteranalysis,thekey-
word “analysis”mustbegivenafterthedockingshavefinished,on thelastline of theDPF. It uses
the ‘rmstol’, ‘ rmsref’ and ‘rmsnosym’ commands set earlier in the DPF.

The next sections describe the parameters specific to the different search engines.

19. Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing

Duringeachconstanttemperaturecycleof Monte Carlo simulatedannealing,randomchangesare
madeto theligand’s currentposition,orientation,andconformation,if flexibile. Thenew stateis
thencomparedto its predecesso.If its new energy is lower than the previous, this new stateis
immediatelyaccepted.However, if the new state’s energy is higher than the last, it is accepted
probabilistically. This probability dependsupon the energy andcycle temperature(seethe first
equationin Section2). Generallyspeaking,at high temperatures,many stateswill be accepted,
while at low temperatures, the majority of these probabilistic moves will be rejected.

Theusercanchoosewhetherto selecttheminimumenergy statefoundduringa cycle to beused
astheinitial statefor thenext cycle,or thelaststate.Thebestdockingresultstendto beachieved
by selecting the minimum energy state from the previous cycle.

Theinitial annealingtemperature“rt0” shouldbeof theorderof theaverage∆E foundduringthe
first cycle. This ensuresthat the ratio of acceptedto rejectedstepsis high at the start.A typical
automateddockingjob mayhaveaninitial annealingtemperature“rt0” of 500(dependingon the
system’s average∆E) and a temperaturereductionfactor “rtrf” of 0.85-0.95/cycle. Gradual
cooling is recommended,to avoid “simulated quenching”, which tendsto trap systemsin local
minima.
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Depending on the degree of complexity of the problem, a relatively good search is given by 50
Monte Carlo “cycles”, and a maximum of 30,000 steps rejected “rejs” or 30,000 steps accepted
“accs”. 10 “runs” may or may not give a range of possible binding modes,. Multiple runs also
give relative energies. A schedule of 100 runs, 50 cycles, 3,000 steps accepted, 3,000 steps
rejected will provide more highly populated clusters, hinting at the ‘density of states’ for a given
conformation. A short test job would be: 1 run, 50 cycles, 100 accepted, 100 rejected steps.

The user must specify the maximum step a state variable can make in one step. Furthermore, these
can be adjusted during Monte Carlo simulated annealing, if a reduction factor (a fraction from 0
to less than 1) for translations and rotations is given. At the start of each cycle, the range from the
previous cycle is multiplied by this constant to give the new range, for translational and angular
displacements.

If desired, the states can be sampled during a docking and output to a trajectory file. This file con-
tains all the state variables required to define each sampled conformation, position and orientation
of the ligand. The user can specify the range of cycles to be sampled. This allows the selection of
the last few cycles when the docking will be nearing the final docked conformation, or the selec-
tion of the whole run.

20. Genetic Algorithm and Evolutionary Programming Docking

Since the new search methods were implemented in an object-oriented fashion, there is a new way
of specifying the parameters, that the user should be aware of. All the relevant parameters should
be specified first. Then, in order to use the genetic algorithm, the user must set up a global opti-
mizer object using the “set_ga” command. Otherwise, if this set_ga command is given before
the “ga_*” parameters are specified, AutoDock will ignore these GA parameters and use the
default GA object, which has default parameters built-in.

Both the GA and LGA begin with a population of random ligand conformations in random orien-
tations and at random translations. The user must decide the number of individuals in the popula-
tion, using “ga_pop_size”: we have typically found 50 to be a good value. AutoDock counts the
number of energy evaluations and the number of generations as the docking run proceeds: the run
terminates if either limit is reached (“ga_num_evals” and “ga_num_generations” respectively).
The user can set the number of the best individuals in the current population that automatically
survive into the next generation, using “ga_elitism”: typically this is 1. The user can specify the
rate of gene mutation using “ga_mutation_rate” and the rate of gene crossover
“ga_crossover_rate”; typically these are 0.02 and 0.80 respectively, although setting
“ga_crossover_rate” to 0.00 reduces the genetic algortihm (GA) to an evolutionary program-
ming (EP) method. If the EP approach is used, you should also use an increased mutation rate to
ensure a good exploration of the search space. The number of generations for picking the worst
individual is set by “ga_window_size” and is usually 10.

If the user wants to perform a local search (LS), and for the Larmarckian GA (LGA), the user
must specify the local search parameters first (ls_*), and then set them (set_sw1 or set_psw1).
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The maximumnumberof local searchiterationsis setby “sw_max_its”: this is typically about
300.Themaximumnumberof consecutive successesor failuresareboth typically 4, andshould
besetby “sw_max_succ” and“sw_max_fail” respectively. Thesizeof the local searchspaceto
sampleis setby “sw_rho” and is usually1.0. The lower boundon rho, “sw_lb_rho”, setsthe
smalleststepsizethata move canmake beforeterminatingthe local search,andis usually0.01.
The probability that an individual in the population will experiencelocal searchis set by
“ls_search_freq”, and is typically about 0.07.

After specifyingthe local searchparametersusingthe “ls_*” keywords,the usermustsetup a
local optimizerobjectusing“set_sw1” or “set_psw1”, for Solis andWetsor pseudoSolis and
Wets.The former is the standardimplementationof the local search,while the latter allows the
varianceswhich controla step’s sizeto differ from geneto gene.This lattermethod,pseudo-SW,
is preferablein docking,sincea 1 Å-step in translationalspaceis small in comparisonto a 1
radian-stepin rotationspace.Thepseudo-SWlocal searchtakesits cueabouttherelative sizesof
the translational,orientationalandtorsionalstepsizesfrom the tstep, qstep anddstep values
set earlier in the AutoDock input parameter file.

Having setall theseparametersandmadeall thesechoices,theusermusttell AutoDockwhat to
do.

To performa numberof local searches(or “energy minimizations”)theusershouldput this line
into theDPF:“do_local_only 50”, wherethenumberafterthecommandis thenumberof local
search dockings to perform.

To carryout simulatedannealingdockings,thecommand“simanneal” shouldbegiven;this will
perform the number of runs set by the “runs 10” command, which here would be 10 runs.

To do a number of standard genetic algorithm (GA) dockings, give the “ga_run 10“ command,
but do not use the “set_sw1” or “set_psw1” commandsin the sameDPF. In this example,
AutoDock would do 10 GA dockings.

To usetheLamarckiangeneticalgorithm(LGA) in dockings,you muststill usethe“ga_run 10”
command,but you musthave specifiedeitherthe“set_sw1” or “set_psw1” commandin oneof
the preceding lines of the DPF.

Finally, afterthedockingcommand,youwill almostcertainlywantto performclusteranalysison
your search results. Give the ’analysis’ command,and after the last docking run is completed,
AutoDockwill performconformationalclusteringandthenoutputahistogramrankedby increas-
ing energy.

21. Running AutoDock

Oncethegrid mapshave beenpreparedby AutoGrid andthedockingparameterfile, or DPF, is
ready, the useris readyto run an AutoDock job. A docking is startedfrom the commandline
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using the following command:

% autodock3 [-o][-k][-i][-u][-t] -p lig.macro.dpf [-l
lig.macro.dlg] &

Input parameters are specified by “-p lig.macro.dpf”, and the log file containing the output and
results from the docking is defined by “-l lig.macro.dlg”. This is the normal usage of
AutoDock, and performs a standard docking calculation.

-o

This can be added to the command line, to signify that the input file specified in the docking
parameter file is in old PDBQ format, with charges in columns 55-61.

-k

keep the original residue number of the input ligand PDBQ file. Normally AutoDock re-numbers
the starting position to residue-number 0, and any cluster-representatives are numbered incremen-
tally from 1, according to their rank (rank 1 is the lowest energy cluster).

-i

This is used to ignore any grid map header errors that may arise due to conflicting filenames. This
overrides the header checking that is normally performed to ensure compatible grid maps are
being used.

-u

This returns a message describing the command line usage of AutoDock.

-t

This instructs AutoDock to parse the PDBQ file to check the torsion definitions, and then stop.

The Unix script “job” can be used to submit an AutoDock job, and then perform additional post-
processing, such as profiling, extracting job-information and creating a field file for AVS display
of the docked results. See the Appendix for more details.

22. Using the Command Mode in AutoDock

AutoDock can be run in “command mode”, using the “-c” flag thus:

% autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.clg -c
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When AutoDock has read in the grid maps specified in “lig.macro.dpf”, the program gives the
message “COMMAND MODE” and waits for the user to issue a command from the standard input.
These commands are described in more detail below.

An alternative way of using the command mode is to edit a file containing the commands you
wish AutoDock to execute (say “command.file”) and channel the output to a file (say “com-
mand.output”), thus:

% autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.clg -c < command.file
> command.output &

AutoDock can also be used in a UNIX pipe command. This is valuable when an alternative search
procedure is desired. Here, the alternative search procedure issues commands to the standard out-
put, and reads the results from the standard input. In this case, AutoDock is behaving as an energy
server for the alternative search-procedure program.

There are eight recognized commands: AutoDock’s command interpreter is not case sensitive.

“eval” Evaluate this state’s total energy.
“epdb” Evaluate the energy of the named PDBQ file.
“outc” Output the last state’s PDB-formatted Cartesian coordinates.
“oute” Output (non-bond and electrostatic) energy breakdown, by atom.
“traj’’ Convert an SA trajectory file into PDB-formatted Cartesian coordinates.
“stop”, “exit”, “quit”Stop the AutoDock command mode interpreter.

eval

Evaluates the total energy of a state defined by the subsequent state variables. This command uti-
lizes the trilinear interpolation routine in AutoDock along with the supplied grid maps defined in
the parameter file specified after the ‘-p’ flag to return this energy. The internal energy of the
ligand is also taken into account, as dictated by the values of the torsion angles supplied in the
ntor lines following this eval command line; ntor is the number of torsion angles defined in the
ligand PDBQ file, as described in the section “Defining Torsions in AutoDock”. The usage of this
command is:

eval <float> <float> <float> <float> <float> <float> <float>} Tx, Ty, Tz, Qx, Qy, Qz,

Qw (in ˚)
<float> } i th torsion angle, in ˚.
:

: ntor lines.

where: Tx, Ty, Tz are the coordinates of the center of rotation of the ligand; Qx, Qy, Qz is the unit
vector describing the direction of rigid body rotation, about which a rotation of angle Qw degrees
will be applied. The following ntor lines hold the torsion angles in degrees, given in the same
order as described in the AutoDock log file.
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epdb

Calculates the energy of the molecule provided in the PDBQ file, thus:

epdb lig.pdbq

where: “lig.pdbq” is the PDBQ formatted coordinates of a molecule for which the interaction
energy with the macromolecule will be returned. The ‘-o’ flag supplied at the AutoDock execu-
tion line specifies the old format of PDBQ, with charges in columns 55-61; otherwise it is assumed
that the charges are in columns 71-76.

This command is useful when the state variables for a given molecule are not known, e.g. the x-
ray crystallographic conformation of the ligand.

outc

Returns the coordinates of the ligand at its current transformed position (in the form of a PDB

REMARK). The x,y,z coordinates will be determined by the state variables supplied to the eval

command.

oute

Returns the total internal energy of the ligand and the total energy of the complex, at the current
state variables. These two REMARK lines are written in PDB format, to the command output channel
and the log file.

traj

Convert a simulated annealing “.trj” file into PDBQ format. Usage:

traj lig.trj

where “lig.trj” is a simulated annealing (SA) trajectory file written out by an earlier run of
AutoDock. This trajectory file contains the state variables for the states sampled during a simu-
lated annealing docking simulation. The torsions are assumed to be in exactly the same order as
the input ligand PDBQ file. The torsion angles in the trajectory file are relative to the input ligand’s
conformation.

See also the Appendix, script “runtrj”; and the next section, “Trajectory Files”.

stop, exit, quit

Halts the execution of AutoDock. A value of 0 is returned by the program, and the message
“autodock: Successful Completion” is written to the log file and standard error. Timing informa-
tion is also written. Note: “stop”, “exit” and “quit” are synonymous.
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23. Trajectory Files

Note: Trajectories can only be generated during a simulated annealing run: they are not available
for the population-based genetic algorithm methods.

A trajectory (of state variables) can be written out during a normal simulated annealing docking ,
if the trajectory-frequency (set by the keyword “trjfrq”) in the docking parameter file is greater
than zero. This value defines the output frequency, in steps, for states sampled during the run. The
default trajectory filename extension is “.trj” . These state variables are all that is needed to
regenerate the coordinates of the ligand. The trajectory control parameter (either “A” or “E”)
allows the user to record only accepted moves (A); or, moves which are either accepted or
rejected (E). Just for information, a sample “.trj” trajectory file is shown below; you will not
need to create such files (unless you feel like creating an animation!):

______________________________________________________________________________

ntorsions 2
run 1
cycle 1
temp 300.000000
state 1 A -3.745762 -1.432243 -9.518171 23.713793 23.076145 0.713534 -0.023818 0.700216
30.606248
-4.894825
2.661499
:
:
state 6 R -12.679995 -1.452641 -9.259430 21.634645 23.135242 0.653369 -0.440832
0.615448 39.127316
-31.636299
10.261519
state 7 a -8.746072 -1.458231 -9.080998 21.356874 23.325665 0.648312 -0.448577 0.615200
41.075955
-37.935175
11.918847
:

______________________________________________________________________________

There are several keywords: “run” and “cycle” are self-explanatory; “ntorsions” is the total
number of changing torsions in the ligand; “temp” is the annealing temperature for all subsequent
entries, unless otherwise stated. Each “state” record has the format:

state nstep acc_rej_code e_total e_internal x y z qx qy qz qw

where:
nstep = the number of the step, within this cycle;
acc_rej_code = ‘A’ = an accepted move whose energy was lower than its previous state;

= ‘a’ = an accepted move whose energy was higher than its previous
 state, which nevertheless passed the Monte Carlo probability test at
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this temperature;
= ‘R’ = a rejected move.
= ‘e’ = an edge-hit, also a treated as a rejected move.

e_total = total energy of the system, ligand + macromolecule;
e_internal = internal energy of ligand only;
x,y,z = translation of ligand center;
qx,qy,qz,qw = quaternion, which describes the ligand’s orientation;

In order to get a coordinate-basedtrajectory file, for visualization, the commandmode of
AutoDock mustbe usedto regeneratethe coordinatesfrom the statevariables.Usethe “traj”
commandwith thenameof thepre-calculatedtrajectoryfile. For example,supposethereis acom-
mand file called “trj.conv.com” that contains:

_____________________________________________________________________________

traj lig.trj
stop

_____________________________________________________________________________

AutoDock would be executed a second time using the following command,

% autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.trj.conv.log -c <
trj.conv.com > trj.conv.out

24. Evaluating the Results of a Docking

At theendof anAutoDock job in whichmorethanonerunwasperformed,theprogramoutputsa
histogramof clustersandtheir energies.Look in the lig.macro.dlg file for the word ‘HISTO-
GRAM’ all in upper-case.The clusteringor structure binning of docked conformationsis deter-
minedby thermstolerancespecifiedin Å by the“rmstol” keyword.Thebestconformationfrom
eachcluster(i.e. thatwith thelowestenergy) is written out in PDBQformatat theendof thelog
file.

Use the UNIXgrep command to extract information from the docking log file. For example,

% grep “^DPF>” lig.macro.dlg | sed ‘s/^DPF> //’

would extractall thelinesthatbegin with “DPF>”, andpipetheminto thestreameditor, “sed”, to
strip out the“DPF>” prompts.Sinceeachline readin from theinput DPFis echoedin thelog file
on suchlines, this UNIX commandwould recover the original DPF that was usedto generate
“lig.macro.dlg”.

To extract the conformations from the docking log file just use the “dockedtopdb” command:
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% dockedtopdb lig.macro.dlg > lig.macro.dlg.pdb

ThiswritesoutaPDBformattedfile, andusesthe‘MODEL’ and‘ENDMDL’ recordsto denotethedif-
ferentdockings.Checkthat your molecularmodellingpackageor viewer canparsethesePDB
records.

Or if you need a PDBQ formatted file, use “dockedtopdbq” thus:

% dockedtopdbq lig.macro.dlg > lig.macro.dlg.pdbq

Thesedocked structurescanbe readinto any appropriatemolecularmodelingprogram,andthe
results compared, where possible, with the experimental data.

Thetableof rankedclusters, undertheheading‘CLUSTERINGHISTOGRAM’ in thelog file, shows
the final docked energy for eachconformation,andthe rms differencein Å betweenthe lowest
energy memberof the clusterandevery othermember. The rms for the lowestmemberof the
groupis by definitionzero.You canextract this clusteringhistogramvery easilyusingthis com-
mand, which will print the results to the terminal:

% gethis lig.macro.dlg

After this tablein the‘lig.macro.dlg’ log file, thedockedstructuresareoutputin PDBQformat.
Each conformationhas a set of REMARK records,one of which describesthe rms difference
betweenitself andthecoordinatesspecifiedin theoriginal inputPDBQfile.Thiscanbeusefulfor
comparing how close each docked conformation is to the experimentally determined position.

25. Visualizing Grid Maps

If youhaveaccessto AVS, youcanvisualizethegrid mapsby usinga read field module.Theuser
mustspecifythe‘.fld’ file thatwascreatedby AutoGrid, in orderto readin thegrid maps.An
extract scalar moduleselectsthe grid mapof interest,e.g. carbonaffinity or electrostatics.The
resultinggrid mapdatacanbeanalyzedusingarbitrary slicer andisosurface modules,in orderto
examinecrosssectionsandiso-energy contoursrespectively. Negative energy contoursaremost
informative for the atomic affinity grid maps, since they reveal favorable regions of binding.

26. Visualizing Trajectories

Trajectoriescanalsobe readinto AVS usingthe read field module.The trajectoryfile is essen-
tially a setof “stacked” or concatenatedPDB frames,andmustbe readin asa two dimensional
field (beingthenumberof atomsin theligand,andthenumberof framesin thetrajectoryfile). By
pagingthroughthis field, usingthe orthogonal slicer, continuousreplayof the trajectorycanbe
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achieved using an animate integer module to control which PDBQ frame is selected by the
orthogonal slicer. This animates the sequence of sampled states and allows the user to view in real
time the progress of the docking simulation.

Unlike AVS, gOpenMol is free, and can be dowloaded via the web from:

http://laaksonen.csc.fi/gopenmol/gopenmol.html

It has various AutoDock tools, including the ability to read in and view AutDock trajectories: see:

http://laaksonen.csc.fi/gopenmol/help/main_autodock_widget.html

_______
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Appendix I: Shell Scripts and Awk Programs

cartopdbq

Usage: cartopdbq lig.car > lig.pdbq

Converts from Biosym InsightII “.car” format to PDBQ format

check-qs

Usage: check-qs lig
Needs: lig.pdbq
Creates: lig.err

Checks partial atomic charges in PDBQ file; any non-integral charges are reported.

checkqs

Usage: checkqs lig
Needs: lig.pdbq
Creates: lig.err

Sorts the input PDBQ file by residue number before running the result through check-qs.

clamp

Usage: clamp grid.map > grid.map.NEW

Clamps any AutoGrid map values that exceed ECLAMP (normally set to 1000.0)

cnvmol2topdbq

Usage: cnvmol2topdbq lig.mol2 > lig.pdbq
Needs: lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbq

This converts from (fixed format) Tripos SYBYL mol2 fiormat into PDBQ format, but stores all the
residues’ chain-IDs specified by the SUBSTRUCTURE records in the mol2 file. These chain-IDs are
then output when the PDBQ lines are written.
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deftors

Usage: deftors lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbq, lig.err

Sets up rotatable bonds for AutoDock. This script launches AutoTors, with the -A +15.0, -a, -h
and -m flags; it also checks the charges in the output PDBQ file, with check-qs.

dpf3gen

Usage: dpf3gen lig.pdbq > lig.dpf

This is normally used by mkdpf3, so you should not use this script by hand.

It generates a pre-cursor to a default AutoDock docking parameter file. You must edit the file
before using it. This reads in the small molecule PDBQ file, detects all atom types present in the
lig.pdbq; and creates a docking parameter file for AutoDock. Note the user must replace the tags
<lig> and <macromol> by appropriate filename stems.

This uses equilibrium separations and well depths to define pairwise energy potentials, rather than
coefficients.

get-coords

Usage: get-coords lig.vol > lig.txt

This is used as part of prepare, prepare-gpf+dpf, prepare II and prepare III. It
takes the .vol file created by pdb-volume and creates a line that can be used in the grid
parameter file to specify the center of the maps.

get-docked

Usage: get-docked lig.macro.dlg
Creates: lig.macro.dlg.pdb

This extracts the docked records from a docking log file. This is very useful when wanting to view
the results of a docking in a molecular modelling program or molecular viewer. It is essentially
the same as the ‘dockedtopdb’ awk program.

gethis

Usage: gethis lig.macro.dlg
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This outputs the histogram from the confomational analysis section of theAutoDock log file,
lig.macro.dlg, and writes it to the screen.

getready

Usage: getready lig.pdb
Needs: pdbinfo, pdbsplitchains, pdbwaters, pdbdewater
Creates: lig.info, lig_.atm.pdb, lig_.het.pdb, lig_.wat.pdb

This is averyusefulscriptto getstarted.It will split aPDBfile into separatefiles,eachcontaining
a different chain, and will split each of these chains into ATOM, non-water HETATM and water
containing PDB files. Also the .info file is a useful summary description of the PDB file.

gpf3gen

Usage: gpf3gen lig.pdbq[s] > lig.gpf

This is usedby mkgpf3, andshouldnot beusedby hand;otherwisetheusermustedit certaintags
by hand before this can be used byAutoGrid.

This generatesa precursorto a grid parameterfile. It takeslig.pdbq asits input file, detectsall
atomtypespresent,andcreatestheproperlyformattedparameterfile for AutoGrid. It usesequi-
librium separationsandwell depthsto definepairwiseenergy potential.It alsoassignsatomicsol-
vationparameters,basedon Stouten,P.F.W., FrÖmmel,C., Nakamura,H., andSander, C. (1993),
"An effective solvationtermbasedon atomicoccupanciesfor usein proteinsimulations",Molec-
ular Simulation, 10, 97-120.

histable

Usage: histable lig.macro.dlg
Creates: lig.macro.dlg.tbl

This extractsthehistogramfrom thedockinglog file, andcountsall the ‘#’ symbols,writing the
resultin a tablefile. This is suitablefor input to a varietyof graphdrawing programsandspread-
sheets.

job3

Usage: job3 lig.macro > lig.macro.joblog &

Launchesa single AutoDock 3.0 job. It assumesthat “lig.macro.dpf” exists, and executes
AutoDock using the arguments:
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autodock3 -p lig.macro.dpf -l lig.macro.dlg

You must edit this script the first time you use it, so that the environment variables $root, $bin and
$sh are correctly set equal to, respectively: the path to the root of AutoDock tree, the architecture-
dependent binary subdirectory and the Unix scripts subdirectory. The file lig.macro.joblog

contains the output from the job script.

makebox

Usage: makebox macro.gpf >! macro.gpf.box.pdb
Creates: macro.gpf.box.pdb

This creates a PDB file from the grid parameter file ‘macro.gpf’, that shows how big and where
the grid box will be when AutoGrid calculates the grid maps. You can use this ‘box molecule’ to
help refine the center and number of grid points in the grid maps, before you run AutoGrid.

If you colour the ‘box molecule’ by atom type, i.e. red for oxygen, green for carbon, and blue for
nitrogen, then the edges of this box will be coloured-coded to indicate the Cartesian axes. R,G,B
will correspond to x,y,z, respectively. Your molecule viewer must obey the CONECT records in
the ‘macro.gpf.box.pdb’ file, even though the corresponding bonds may appear too long, other-
wise the edges of the grid box will not be displayed.

mkbox

Usage: mkbox macro.gpf >! macro.gpf.box.pdb
Creates: macro.gpf.box.pdb

This is very similar to ‘makebox’, except that this puts a phosphorus atom at the minimum x, min-
imum y and minimum z coordinates of the box. This helps to convey which directions are +x, +y
and +z. Once again, if oxygen is red, carbon is green and nitrogen is blue, then R,G,B will corre-
spond to x,y,z, respectively.

mkdlgfld

Usage: mkdlgfld lig.macro.dlg
Needs: lig.macro.dlg
Creates: lig.macro.dlg.fld

Only needed for AVS users.

This extracts the “AVSFLD” records from an AutoDock log file, and puts them in
lig.macro.dlg.fld. These “AVSFLD” descriptors must be removed before the file can be used in
AVS.
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mkdpf3

Usage: mkdpf3 lig.pdbq macromol.pdbqs
Needs: dpf3gen, dpf3gen.awk (AWK program)
Creates: lig.macro.dpf

This creates a default docking parameter file for AutoDock 3.0; it needs the ligand in PDBQ for-
mat and the macromolecule in PDBQS format. It uses the script dpf3gen, which in turn calls the
awk program ‘dpf3gen.awk’. The lig.macro.dpf docking parameter file is based on the atom
types detected in the input lig.pdbq file. See dpf3gen above.

mkgpf3

Usage: mkgpf3 lig.pdbq macromol.pdbqs
Needs: gpf3gen, gpf3gen.awk (AWK program), pdbcen (AWK program)
Creates: macro.gpf

This creates a default grid parameter file for AutoGrid 3.0; it needs gpf3gen.awk and pdbcen,
both awk programs. See gpf3gen above.

mol2fftopdbq

Usage: mol2fftopdbq lig.mol2 > lig.pdbq
Needs: lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbq

Converts from free formatted SYBYL mol2 into AutoDock PDBQ format. Chain-IDs specified in
the mol2 file by the SUBSTRUCTURE records are incorporated into the PDBQ file.

mol2topdbq

Usage: mol2topdbq lig.mol2
Needs: lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbq

Converts from fixed-format SYBYL mol2 into AutoDock PDBQ format, and automatically
names the output based on the stem of the input mol2 file. Do not use “mol2topdbq lig.mol2 >

lig.pdbq”, because “lig.pdbq” is automatically created.

mol2topdbqs

Usage: mol2topdbqs lig.mol2
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Needs: lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbqs

Converts from SYBYL mol2 format into AutoGrid 3.0 PDBQS format, by calling mol2topdbq

then running addsol on the intermediate PDBQ file. Like mol2topdbq, it also removes any lone
pairs (using “rem-lp”), and automatically names the output based on the stem of the input mol2
file. There is no need to use “mol2topdbq lig.mol2 > lig.pdbq”, because “lig.pdbqs” is au-
tomatically created.

pdbcen

Usage: pdbcen lig.pdb
Creates: a “gridcenter” line in AutoGrid GPF format, holding the x,y,z coordinates of the
molecule.

This calculates the center of a molecule supplied in PDB format, and outputs a line holding the
x,y,z coordinates of the molecule for inclusion in an AutoGrid 3.0 grid parameter file (GPF).

pdb-center

Usage: pdb-center [ lig.pdb | lig.pdbq ] > lig2.pdb

Calculates the center of mass of each residue; writes these coordinates out using REMARK
records.

pdb-center-all

Usage: pdb-center-all [ lig.pdb | lig.pdbq ] > lig2.pdb

Calculates the center of mass of each residue; writes these coordinates out using REMARK
records.Also calculates the center of all the residues.

pdb-distance

Usage: pdb-distance macro.pdb

The first line of the macro.pdb file defines the center of the distance profile. It is just a copy of the
line containing the atom of interest, which will be the origin for the distance calculations. How-
ever, it must have the ATOM or HETATM record replaced with a non-PDB tag, ‘FROM’. The
x,y,z coordinates in this FROM line will then be used to calculate the distance to the center of
each residue in the protein. Finally, this awk program outputs a bar chart using ‘#’ symbols, show-
ing the distance from this point to each residue. This can be useful to identify all the residues
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nearest a particular ligand atom, or near an active site.

pdbdewater

Usage: pdbdewater macro.pdb >! macro.dry.pdb

This removes any water records from a PDB file.

pdbinfo

Usage: pdbinfo macro.pdb

Builds a summary of the contents of a PDB file.

pdb-volume

Usage: pdb-volume [ lig.pdb | lig.pdbq ] > lig2.pdb

Calculates the center of mass of each residue. Writes out REMARKs showing these coordinates.
Draws ASCII diagram showing volume extents of each residue.

pdbqtobnd

Usage: pdbqtobnd lig
Needs: lig.pdbq
Creates: lig.bnd

Creates “lig.bnd” from the existing “lig.pdbq” ligand PDBQ file. Note this script needs just the
stem of the file name. This script executes “pdbqtoatm” and “atmtobnd”: the latter is an execut-
able, not a script, so it must be compiled for each architecture and operating system used.

pdbqtopdb

Usage: pdbqtopdb lig.pdbq > lig.pdb

Converts from AutoDock PDBQ to PDB format.

pdbsplitchains

Usage: pdbsplitchains macro.pdb
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Creates separate PDB files that contain each of the chains in macro.pdb. The chain IDs are used
to name the new PDB files. If there is no chain ID, the underscore character, ‘_’ is used.

pdbtoatm

Usage: pdbtoatm lig.pdbq > lig.atm

This creates a Connolly ATM formatted file “lig.atm” from the ligand PDBQ file, “lig.pdbq”.
This is used to create input for the utility program atmtobnd to generate a bond connectivity
file.

pdbdewaters

Usage: pdbwaters macro.pdb > macro.wet.pdb

Extracts the waters from macro.pdb into macro.wet.pdb.

prepare

Usage: prepare m s

where: m.pdb and s.pdbq contain the receptor and ligand respectively. Prepare performs
the following eight steps. The macromolecule ‘.pdb’ filename stem is represented by “m”, and
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the ligand ‘.pdbq’ filename stem by “s”:

1. Extracts all ATOM and TER records from m.pdb into m.enz;
2. Renumbers residues to avoid problems in protonate-step;
3. Adds polar hydrogens to m.enz, creating m.polH;
4. Somewhat crudely assigns partial atomic charges to m.polH, creating m.pdbq;
5. Checks charges in m.pdbq, all errors held in m.err;
6. Creates s.gpf, a parameter file for AutoGrid, based on ligand file s.pdbq;
7. Creates s.vol, a volume dimensions file; and finally,
8. Creates s.dpf, a parameter file for AutoDock, based on ligand file s.pdbq;

Its arguments are the stem of the filename of the macromolecule ‘.pdb’ file and that of the ligand
PDBQ file. See the flowchart below for more details. It shows what files are created by ‘pre-
pare’, and which scripts or programs are used. Steps 1.-4. are better carried out with a reliable
molecular modeling system: these steps can produce some odd results unless carefully checked.

The user must check the m.err error file to ensure there are no non-integral charges, either on
any residue in the macromolecule, or on the macromolecule as a whole. If there are, then the user
must repair the m.pdbq file. This problem can arise if there are atoms for which no coordinates
were assigned by the crystallographer, e.g. due to ambiguous electron density. Assuming there
were no problems, s.gpf and s.dpf should be successfully produced.

m = macromolecule;

Key:

s = ligand.

m.pdb s.pdb

m.enz

m.rnm

m.polH

m1.pdbqm.err

s.pdbq

s.gpf

s.vol

s.dpf

m.rnm.log

grep ^[AT][TE][OR][M ]

renumber-residues

protonate

q.kollua

AMPAC/MOPAC, Insight95, Sybyl

pdb-volume

dpf-gen
gpf-gen

prepare m s

check-qs

get-coords
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prepare-gpf+dpf

Usage: prepare-gpf+dpf macro lig

Executes only steps 6. through 8.

rem-lp

Usage: rem-lp lig.pdbq
or: rem-lp lig.mol2
Creates: lig.pdbq
or: lig.mol2

This removes the lone-pairs (atom name = LP) added by some molecular modelling programs,
such as SYBYL, and adds their partial charges on to that of the atom to which they were attached
(SG in cysteines and SD in methionines). Otherwise, AutoDock treats lone-pairs as carbon atoms.
(Note: if you need lone-pairs, you can force AutoGrid to calculate a grid map for “LP” atoms,
using the atom code “L” in the “types” commands of AutoGrid and AutoDock).

renumberatoms

Usage: lig.pdb > lig2.pdb

Used to renumber the atom IDs in the first column of the ATOM and HETATM records of a PDB
file. Also updates the CONECT records appropriately.

renumber-residues

Usage: lig.pdb > lig.rnm

Used by prepare to renumber residues in the macromolecule contiguously. This step is needed
prior to using protonate, which may fail if there are gaps in the residue numbers.

resrange

Usage: resrange lig.pdb

This is handy to summarise the range(s) of residues in a given protein PDB file.
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runtrj

Usage: runtrj lig
Needs: lig.dpf, lig.trj
Creates: lig.tcom, lig.tlg and lig.tout

This creates an AutoDock command file, lig.tcom, which is then used to convert the trajectory
written in state variables (lig.trj), into a trajectory written in cartesian coordinates. lig.trj is
created by an earlier run of AutoDock, in which trjfrq was set to a non-zero value.

stats

Usage: stats columns.dat

This is a very useful, general awk program. Use it to calculate the minimum, maximum, mean and
standard deviation for each column of numbers in an input file, here ‘columns.dat’. Any alpha-
numeric columns will be ignored.
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Appendix II: Parameters from AutoDock Version 1

Table II.1: Lennard-Jones C6 parameters (AutoDock version 1.0)

C N O S H

C 1127.684 783.3452 633.7542 1476.364 226.9102

N 783.3452 546.7653 445.9175 1036.932 155.9833

O 633.7542 445.9175 368.6774 854.6872 124.0492

S 1476.364 1036.932 854.6872 1982.756 290.0756

H 226.9102 155.9833 124.0492 290.0756 46.73839

Table II.2: Lennard-Jones C12 parameters (AutoDock version 1.0)

C N O S H

C 1272653. 610155.1 588883.8 1569268. 88604.24

N 610155.1 266862.2 249961.4 721128.6 39093.66

O 588883.8 249961.4 230584.4 675844.1 38919.64

S 1569268. 721128.6 675844.1 1813147. 126821.3

H 88604.24 39093.66 38919.64 126821.3 1908.578

Table II.3: Hydrogen bonding 12-10 parameters (AutoDock version 1.0)

Atoms i-j C12 C10

O-H 75570. 23850.

N-H 75570. 23850.

S-H 2657200. 354290.
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Appendix III: AutoDock File Formats

The formats will sometimes be given with notation such as ’%d’ to indicate a decimal integer;
’%6.3f’ for a floating point number with up to 6 characters and 3 digits after the decimal place; or
’%-7s’ for a left-justified string 7 characters wide. This notation is compatible with C, C++, awk/
nawk/gawk, and with a slight modification, Python.

The “◊” symbol is used to indicate one space.

The type of an argument is described using the following style:

<string>  = an alphanumeric string. In most cases, this is a valid filename;
<character>  = a single letter;
<integer>  = a decimal integer;
<positive_integer>  = a decimal integer greater than zero;
<long_integer>  = a decimal integer in the “long” range (depends on computer);
<float>  = a floating point or real number.

III  1. Protein Data Bank with Partial Charges: PDBQ

Extension: .pdbq

The name ’PDBQ’ derives from ’PDB’, the Protein DataBank, and ’Q’, a common symbol for
partial charge. As the name suggests, the PDBQ format is very similar to the PDB format for
ATOM records, with a modification in columns 71-76 (counting the first column as 1, not 0) to
carry the partial charge, as %6.3f. Thus, the format of the whole line is as follows:

“ATOM◊◊%5d◊%-4s%1s%-3s◊%1s%4d%1s◊◊◊%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f%6.2f%6.2f%4s%6.3f\n",
atom_serial_num, atom_name, alt_loc, res_name, chain_id, res_num, ins_code, x, y, z,
occupancy, temp_factor, footnote, partial_charge

In addition to this, there are various records (ROOT, TORSION and BRANCH, for example) in
the ligand PDBQ file that specify which portion of the molecule is rigid and which is flexible.

III  2. PDBQ with Solvation Parameters: PDBQS

Extension: .pdbqs

This format is derived from the PDBQ format, and is used to specify the atomic solvation param-
eters for the macromolecule, hence the “S”. The format of the lines is:
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"ATOM◊◊%5d◊%-4s%1s%-3s◊%1s%4d%1s◊◊◊%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f%6.2f%6.2f%4s%6.3f%8.2f%8.2f\n",
atom_serial_num, atom_name, alt_loc, res_name, chain_id, res_num, ins_code, x, y, z,
occupancy, temp_factor, footnote, partial_charge,
atomic_fragmental_volume, atomic_solvation_parameter

Theatomicfragmentalvolumeandsolvationparametersarederivedfrom themethodof Stouten
et al.24

III  3. AutoGrid Grid Parameter File: GPF

Extension: .gpf

The input file is often referredto as a “grid parameterfile” or “GPF” for short. The scripts
describedin the appendicesgive thesefiles the extension“.gpf”. In the grid parameterfile, the
user must specify the following spatial attributes of the grid maps:

1. the center of the grid map;

2. the number of grid points in each of thex-, y- andz-directions; and

3. the separation or spacing of each grid point.

In addition,the pairwise-atomicinteractionenergy parametersmustbe specified.The following
lines are required for each ligand atom type,Y:

4. the grid map filename for atom typeY;

5. seven lines containingthe non-bondedparametersfor eachpairwise-atomicinteraction,in
thefollowing order:Y-C, Y-N, Y-O, Y-S,Y-H, Y-X, (X is any otheratomtype)andY-M (M is a
metal, say).

Using coefficientsCn, Cm, n andm, the pairwise interaction energy, V(r) is given by:

Alternatively, the user can specifyreqm, ε, n andm:

24.Stouten,P. F. W., Frömmel,C.,Nakamura,H. andSander, C. (1993).“An effectivesolvationtermbased
on atomic occupancies for use in protein simulations”,Molecular Simulations, 10, 97-120.
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This lattermethodof specificationis moreintuitive for theuser, while AutoGrid handlesthecal-
culationof the coefficients.By default, the Y-X andY-M lines arecopiesof the Y-H line. But in
somesystems,such as receptorswhich consistof DNA/protein complexes, both sulphur and
phosphoruscanbe present.In this scenario,the Y-X line canbe usedfor modelinginteractions
with receptor-phosphorusatoms.A very rough approximationfor phosphorusparametersis to
borrow those of carbon.

The “elecmap” line in the grid parameterfile is the filenameof the electrostaticpotentialgrid
map. The following parameter, “dielectric”, if negative, indicatesthat the distance-dependent
dielectric function of Mehler andSolmajer3 will be used.If positive, however, the valueof that
numberwill beusedasa constantdielectric.For example,if thevaluewere40.0,thena constant
dielectric of 40 would be used.

TheAutoGrid parameter file format is described below.

AutoGrid Keywords and Commands

receptor <string>

Macromolecule filename, in PDBQ format.

gridfld <string>

Thegrid field filename,which will bewritten in a formatreadableby AutoDock andAVS25. The
filename extensionmust be ‘.fld’.

npts <integer> <integer> <integer>

Numberof x-, y- andz-grid points.Eachmust beanevenintegernumber. Whenaddedto thecen-
tral grid point, therewill beanoddnumberof pointsin eachdimension.Thenumberof x-, y- and
z-grid points need not be equal.

spacing <float>

Thegrid pointspacing,in Å (seethediagramonpage8). Grid pointsmustbeuniformly spacedin
AutoDock: this value is used in each dimension.

gridcenter <float> <float> <float>
gridcenter auto

Theusercanexplicitly definethecenterof thegrid maps,respectively thex, y andz coordinatesof
thecenterof thegrid maps(units:Å, Å, Å.) Or thekeyword “auto” canbegiven, in which case
AutoGrid will center the grid maps on the center of mass of the macromolecule.

types <string>

1-letternamesof theatomtypespresentin theligand;e.g. if therearecarbons,nitrogens,oxygens
and hydrogens, then this line will be “CNOH”; there are no delimiters.

25. “AVS” stands for “Application Visualization System”; AVS is a trademark of Advanced Visual Systems
Inc., 300 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154.
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smooth <float>

This is always0.5Å, whenusingtheAutoDock3.0 freeenergy function.It is usedto smooththe
pairwiseatomicaffinity potentials(bothvanderWaalsandhydrogenbonds).SeetheTheorysec-
tion for more details.

map <string>

Filename of the grid map, for ligand atom type Y; the extension is usually “.map”.

nbp_coeffs <float> <float> <integer> <integer>

Either “nbp_coeffs” or “nbp_r_eps”keywordscanbeusedto defineLennard-Jonesor hydrogen
bondinteractionenergy parameters.The keyword “nbp_coeffs” specifiescoefficientsandexpo-
nents,in theorder“C n Cm n m”, delimitedby spaces;n andm areintegerexponents.Theunitsof
Cn andCm must be kcal mol-1 Ån and kcal mol-1 Åm respectively; n andm have no units.

nbp_r_eps <float> <float> <integer> <integer>

Alternatively, the user can employ “nbp_r_eps”to specify the equilibrium distanceand well
depth,epsilon,for the atompair. The equilibrium separationhasunits of Å andthe well depth,
epsilon, units of kcal mol-1. The integer exponentsn andm must be specified too.

In eithercase,theorderof theparametersmustbe:Y-C, Y-N, Y-O, Y-S,Y-H, Y-X, andY-M. Repeat
1 “map” line andthe 7 “nbp_coeffs”or “nbp_r_eps”lines, for eachatomtype, Y, presentin the
ligand being docked.

sol_par <float> <float>

This is usedto definetheatomicfragmentalvolumeandsolvationparameters,andshouldnot be
changed from the Stouten values used to calibrate the AutoDock 3.0 free energy function.

constant <float>

This is addedto all the valuesin a grid map,andis only setto a non-zero,positive numberfor
hydrogenbondingmaps.This valueis essentiallythe penaltyfor un-formedhydrogenbondsin
the complex.

elecmap <string>

Filenamefor theelectrostaticpotentialenergy grid mapto becreated;filenameextension‘.map’.

dielectric <float>

Dielectric function flag: if negative, AutoGrid will usedistance-dependentdielectricof Mehler
and Solmajer3; if the float is positive,AutoGrid will use this value as the dielectric constant.

fmap <string>

(Optional.)Filenamefor the so-called“floating” grid map26; filenameextension‘.map’. In such

26. This grid map is not used in AutoDock 3.0; its utility is under investigation, and may be included in a
later version.
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floating grids, the scalar at each grid point is the distance to the nearest atom in the receptor. These
values could be used to guide the docking ligand towards the receptor’s surface, thus avoiding
non-interesting, empty regions.

III  4. Grid Map File

Extension: .map

The first six lines of each grid map hold header information which describe the spatial features of
the maps and the files used or created. These headers are checked by AutoDock to ensure that
they are appropriate for the requested docking. The remainder of the file contains grid point ener-
gies, written as floating point numbers, one per line. They are ordered according to the nested
loops z( y( x ) ). A sample header from a grid map is shown below:

______________________________________________________________________________

GRID_PARAMETER_FILE vac1.nbc.gpf
GRID_DATA_FILE 4phv.nbc_maps.fld
MACROMOLECULE 4phv.new.pdbq
SPACING 0.375
NELEMENTS 50 50 80
CENTER -0.026 4.353 -0.038
125.095596
123.634560
116.724602
108.233879
:

______________________________________________________________________________

III  5. Grid Map Field File

Extension: .maps.fld

This is essentially two files in one. It is both an AVS field file, and and AutoDock input file with
AutoDock-specific information ‘hidden’ from AVS in the comments at the head of the file.
AutoDock uses this file to check that all the maps it reads in are compatible with one-another and
itself. For example, in this file, the grid spacing is 0.375 Angstroms, there are 60 intervals in each
dimension, the grid is centered near (46,44,14), it was calculated around the macromolecule
‘2cpp.pdbqs’, and the AutoGrid parameter file used to create this and the maps was ‘2cpp.gpf’.
This file also points to a second file, ‘2cpp.maps.xyz’, which contains the minimum and maxi-
mum extents of the grid box in each dimension, x, y, and z. Finally, it lists the grid map files that
were calculated by AutoGrid, here ‘2cpp.C.map’, ‘2cpp.O.map’ and ‘2cpp.e.map’.

______________________________________________________________________________
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# AVS field file
#
# AutoDock Atomic Affinity and Electrostatic Grids
#
# Created by autogrid3.
#
#SPACING 0.375
#NELEMENTS 60 60 60
#CENTER 46.508 44.528 14.647
#MACROMOLECULE 2cpp.pdbqs
#GRID_PARAMETER_FILE 2cpp.gpf
#
ndim=3                  # number of dimensions in the field
dim1=61                 # number of x-elements
dim2=61                 # number of y-elements
dim3=61                 # number of z-elements
nspace=3                # number of physical coordinates per point
veclen=3                # number of affinity values at each point
data=float              # data type (byte, integer, float, double)
field=uniform           # field type (uniform, rectilinear, irregular)
coord 1 file=2cpp.maps.xyz filetype=ascii offset=0
coord 2 file=2cpp.maps.xyz filetype=ascii offset=2
coord 3 file=2cpp.maps.xyz filetype=ascii offset=4
label=C-affinity        # component label for variable 1
label=O-affinity        # component label for variable 2
label=Electrostatics    # component label for variable 2
#
# location of affinity grid files and how to read them
#
variable 1 file=2cpp.C.map filetype=ascii skip=6
variable 2 file=2cpp.O.map filetype=ascii skip=6
variable 3 file=2cpp.e.map filetype=ascii skip=6

______________________________________________________________________________

III  6. AutoDock Docking Parameter File: DPF

Extension: .dpf

AutoDock 3.0 has an interface based on keywords. This is intended to make it easier for the user
to set up and control a docking job, and for the programmer to add new commands and function-
ality. The input file is often referred to as a “docking parameter file” or “DPF” for short. The
scripts described in the appendices give these files the extension “.dpf”.

All delimiters where needed are white spaces. Default values, where applicable, are given in
square brackets [thus]. A comment must be prefixed by the “#” symbol, and can be placed at the
end of a parameter line, or on a line of its own.

Although ideally it should be possible to give these keywords in any order, not every possible
combination has been tested, so it would be wise to stick to the following order.
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Command to set the seed for the random number generator

seed <long_integer>
seed time
seed pid
seed <long_integer> <long_integer>
seed time <long_integer>
seed <long_integer> time
seed time pid
seed pid <long_integer>
seed <long_integer> pid
seed pid time

There are two possible random number generator libraries. One is the system’s own implementa-
tions, and the second is the platform-independent library from the University of Texas Biomedical
School. If the user gives just one argument to “seed”, then AutoDock will use the system’s imple-
mentation of the random number generator and corresponding system seed call. On most plat-
forms, these are “drand48” and “srand48”. The platform-independent library, however, requires
two seed values. Giving two arguments to “seed” tells AutoDock to use the platform-independent
library for random number generation.

The random-number generator (RNG) for each docking job can be ‘seeded’ with either a user-
defined, a time-dependent, or process-ID-dependent seed. These two seeds can be any combina-
tion of explicit long integers, the keyword “time” or the keyword “pid”. When two arguments to
seed are given, the portable RNG is used; when one is given, the built-in RNG (usually the
“drand48” C-function) is used. The portable RNG is required for the genetic algorithm and the
Solis and Wets routines. The portable RNG cannot be used with the simulated annealing routine:
this needs just one seed parameter. The keyword, “time” gives the number of seconds since the
epoch. The epoch is referenced to 00:00:00 CUT (Coordinated Universal Time) 1 Jan 1970. The
“pid” gives the UNIX process ID of the currently executing AutoDock process, which is reading
this parameter file.

Parameters defining the grid maps to be used

types <string>

Atom names for all atom types present in ligand. Each must be a single character, and only one of:
C, N, O, S, H, X, or M. The maximum number of characters allowed in this line is
ATOM_MAPS, which is defined in the “autodock.h” include file. Do not use any spaces to delimit
the types: they are not needed.

fld <string>

Grid data field file created by AutoGrid and readable by AVS (must have the extension “.fld”).

map <string>

Filename for the first AutoGrid affinity grid map of the 1st atom type. This keyword plus filename
must be repeated for all atom types in the order specifed by the “types” command. In all map
files a 6-line header is required, and energies must be ordered according to the nested loops z( y( x
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map <string>

Filenamefor the electrostaticsgrid map.6-line headerrequired,and energies must be ordered
according to the nested loops z( y( x ) ).

Parameters defining the ligand and its initial state

move <string>

Filenamefor the ligandto be docked.This containsmost importantly, atomnames,xyz-coordi-
nates, anb partial atomic charges in PDBQ format. (Filename extension should be “.pdbq”).

about <float> <float> <float>

Usethis keyword to specify the centerof the ligand,about which rotationswill be made.(The
coordinateframeof referenceis thatof the ligandPDBQfile.) Usually the rotationcenterof the
ligandis themeanx,y,z-coordinatesof themolecule.InsideAutoDock, the “about” xyz-coordi-
natesare subtracted from eachatom’s coordinatesin the input PDBQ file. So internally, the
ligand’s coordinates become centered at the origin. Units: Å, Å, Å.

tran0 <float> <float> <float>
tran0 random

Initial coordinatesfor the centerof the ligand,in the sameframeof referenceasthe receptor’s
grid maps.Theligand,which hasbeeninternallycenteredusingthe“about” coordinates,hasthe
xyz-coordinatesof the initial translation“tran0 x y z” added on. Every run startsthe ligand
from this location.

Alternatively, theusercanjustgivethekeyword“random”andAutoDock will pick randominitial
coordinates instead.

If therearemultiple runsdefinedin this file, usingthe keyword “runs”, theneachnew run will
begin at this same location.

Theusermust specifytheabsolutestarting coordinatesfor theligand,usedto starteachrun.The
usershouldensurethat the ligand,whentranslatedto thesecoordinates,still fits within the vol-
umeof thegrid maps.If therearesomeatomswhich lie outsidethegrid volume,thenAutoDock
will automaticallycorrect this, until the ligand is pulled completelywithin the volume of the
grids. (This is necessaryin order to obtaincompleteinformationaboutthe energy of the initial
stateof the system.)The userwill be notified of any suchchangesto the initial translationby
AutoDock. (Units: Å, Å, Å.)

quat0 <float> <float> <float> <float>
quat0 random

[1, 0, 0, 0˚]
Respectively: Qx, Qy, Qz, Qw. Initial quaternion(appliedto ligand)- Qx, Qy, Qz definetheunit vector
of thedirectionof rigid bodyrotation,andQw definestheangleof rotationaboutthis unit vector,
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in ˚ . (Units: none,none,none, ˚.)

Alternatively, theusercanjustgive thekeyword“random”andAutoDock will pick arandomunit
vectoranda randomrotation(between0˚ and360˚)aboutthis unit vector. Eachrun will begin at
this same random rigid body rotation.

ndihe <integer>

Numberof dihedralsor rotatablebondsin theligand.Thismaybespecifedonly if rotatablebonds
have beendefinedusingROOT, BRANCH, TORSetc. keywordsin thePDBQ file namedon the
“move” line. The numbersuppliedto this commandmust agreewith the numberof torsions
definedin this ligandPDBQ file. If this keyword is used,thenthe next keyword, dihe0, must
alsobespecified.Notethat if ndihe anddihe0 arenot specifiedandtherearedefinedtorsions
in theligandPDBQfile, AutoDock assumesthatthechi1, chi2, chi3, etc. areall zero,anddoesnot
change the initial ligand torsion angles. (See also “torsdof” below).

dihe0 <float> ...

Initial relative dihedralangles;theremust be ndihe floating point numbersspecifiedon this
line. Each value specifiedherewill be addedto the correspondingtorsion angle in the input
PDBQfile, at thestartof eachrun.Torsionanglesareonly specifiedby two atoms,sothedefini-
tion of rotations is relative. Units: ˚.

Parameters defining ligand step sizes

tstep <float>
tstep <float> <float>

[2.0 Å]
Thefirst form, with oneargument,definesthemaximumtranslationjump for thefirst cycle that
the ligandmaymake in onesimulatedannealingstep.When“trnrf” is lessthan1, the reduction
factoris multipliedwith thetstepat theendof eachcycle,to give thenew valuefor thenext cycle.
The secondform allows the user to specify the value for the first cycle and the last cycle:
AutoDock then calculates the reduction factor that satisfies these constraints.Units: Å.

qstep <float>

[50.0˚]
Maximum orientation step size for the angular component,w, of quaternion. Units: ˚.

dstep <float>

A quaternion.

Qx

Qy

Qz

Qw
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[50.0˚]

Maximum dihedral (torsion) step size. Units: ˚.

Parameters defining optional ligand torsion constraints

barrier <float>

[10000.0]
(Optional) This defines the energy-barrier height applied to constrained torsions. When the tor-
sion is at a preferred angle, there is no torsion penalty: this torsion’s energy is zero. If the torsion
angle falls within a disallowed zone, however, it can contribute up to the full barrier energy. Since
the torsion-energy profiles are stored internally as arrays of type ‘unsigned short’, only positive
integers between 0 and 65535 are allowed.

gausstorcon <integer> <float> <float>

(Optional) Adds a constraint to a torsion. The torsion number is identified by an integer. This
identifier comes from the list at the top of the AutoTors-generated input ligand PDBQ file (on the
REMARK lines). An energy profile will be calculated for this torsion. An inverted Gaussian bell
curve is added for each new constraint. To completely specify each Gaussian, two floating point
numbers are needed: the preferred angle and the half-width respectively (both in degrees). Note
that the preferred angle should be specified in the range -180˚ to +180˚; numbers outside this
range will be wrapped back into this range. This angle, χ, is relative to the original torsion angle
in the input structure. The half-width is the difference between the two angles at which the energy
is half the barrier (B/2 in the diagram above). The smaller the half-width, the tighter the con-
straint.

If you wish to constrain to absolute-valued torsion angles, it will be necessary to zero the initial
torsion angles in the ligand, before input to AutoTors. The problem arises from the ambiguous 2-
atom definition of the rotatable bond B-C. To identify a torsion angle unambiguously, 4 atoms
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must be specified: A-B-C-D:

The sign convention for torsion angles which we use is anti-clockwise (counter-clockwise) are
positive angles, clockwise negative. In the above diagram, looking down the bond B-C, the dihe-
dral angle A-B-C-D would be positive.

There is no limit to the number of constraints that can be added to a given torsion. Each new tor-
sion-constraint energy profile is combined with the pre-existing one by selecting the minimum
energy of either the new or the existing profiles.

showtorpen

(Optional) (Useonly with “gausstorcon”) This switches on the storage and subsequent output of
torsion energies. During each energy evaluation, the penalty energy for each constrained torsion,
as specified by the “gausstorcon” command, will be stored in an array. At the end of each run, the
final docked conformation’s state variables are output, but with this command, the penalty energy
for each torsion will be printed alongside its torsion angle.

hardtorcon <integer> <float> <float>

(Optional)This command also adds a torsion constraint to the <integer>-th torsion, as numbered
in the AutoTors-generated REMARKs. The first float defines the preferredrelativeangle, and the
second specifies the full width of the allowed range of torsion angles (both in degrees). This type
of torsion constraint is “hard” because the torsion is never allowed to take values beyond the range
defined. For example, “hardtorcon 3 60. 10.” would constrain the third torsion to values between
55˚ and 65˚.

Parameter affecting torsional free energy

torsdof <integer> <float>

[0, 0.3113]
This specifies respectively the number and the coefficient of the torsional degrees of freedom
(DOF) for the estimation of the change in free energy upon binding, ∆Gbinding. For the purposes of
AutoDock 3.0, the number of torsional DOF is the number of rotatable bonds in the ligand,
excluding any torsions that rotate one or more hydrogen atoms, e.g. hydroxyls, amines, methyls.
By default, the coefficient is 0.3113 kcal mol-1, although the user can override this as necessary.
(Units: none; kcal mol-1).
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D
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D
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Parameters for ligand internal energies

intnbp_coeffs <float> <float> <integer> <integer>

Respectively: Cn; Cm; n; m. This commandspecifiesthe internal pairwisenon-bondedenergy
parameters for flexible ligands, where:

Theseparametersareneededeven if no rotatablebondsweredefinedin the ligand-PDBQfile.
They areonly usedin the internalenergy calculationsfor the ligandandmustbeconsistentwith
thoseusedin calculatingthegrid maps.(Units: kcal mol-1 Ån; kcal mol-1 Åm; none;none,respec-
tively).

intnbp_r_eps <float> <float> <integer> <integer>

Respectively: reqm; ε; n; m, Thiscommandis analternativewayof specifyingtheinternalpairwise
non-bondedenergy parametersfor flexible ligands,where AutoDock calculatesthe pairwise
atomic potential using:

The first two argumentsspecify the equilibrium distanceandwell depth,epsilon,for the atom
pair. Theequilibriumseparationhasunitsof Å andthewell depth,epsilon,unitsof kcalmol-1. The
integer exponentsn andm mustbe specifiedtoo. Obviously, n ≠ m. (Units: Å; kcal mol-1; none;
none, respectively).

intelec

(Optional) Internal ligand electrostaticenergies will be calculated;the productsof the partial
chargesin eachnon-bondedatompair arepre-calculated,andoutput.Note that this is only rele-
vant for flexible ligands.

Parameters for simulated annealing searches

rt0 <float>

[500. cal mol-1].
Initial “annealingtemperature”;this is actually the absolutetemperaturemultiplied by the gas
constantR. R = 8.314 J mol-1K -1= 1.987 cal mol-1K -1. (Units: cal mol-1.)

rtrf <float>

Annealingtemperaturereductionfactor, g [0.95cycle-1]. Seetheequationat thebottomof page5.
At theendof eachcycle, theannealingtemperatureis multiplied by this factor, to give thatof the
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next cycle. This must be positive but < 1 in order to cool the system. Gradual cooling is recom-
mended, so as to avoid “simulated quenching”, which tends to trap systems into local minima.

linear_schedule
schedule_linear
linsched
schedlin

These keywords are all synonymous, and instruct AutoDock to use a linear or arithmetic temper-
ature reduction schedule during Monte Carlo simulated annealing. Unless this keyword is given, a
geometric reduction schedule is used, according to the rtrf parameter just described. If the lin-
ear schedule is requested, then any rtrf parameters will be ignored. The first simulated anneal-
ing cycle is carried out at the annealing temperature rt0. At the end of each cycle, the
temperature is reduced by (rt0/cycles). The advantage of the linear schedule is that the sys-
tem samples evenly across the temperature axis, which is vital in entropic calculations. Geometric
temperature reduction schedules on the other hand, under-sample high temperatures and over-
sample low temperatures.

runs <integer>

[10]
Number of automated docking runs.

cycles <integer>

[50]
Number of temperature reduction cycles.

accs <integer>

[100]
Maximum number of accepted steps per cycle.

rejs <integer>

[100]
Maximum number of rejected steps per cycle.

select <character>

[m]
State selection flag. This character can be either m for the minimum state, or l for the last state
found during each cycle, to begin the following cycle.

trnrf <float>

[1.0]
Per-cycle reduction factor for translations.

quarf <float>

[1.0]
Per-cycle reduction factor for quaternions.
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dihrf <float>

Per-cycle reduction factor for dihedrals [1.].

Parameter to set the amount of output

outlev <integer>

[1]
Diagnosticoutputlevel. For SA (simulatedannealing):0 = nooutput,1 = minimaloutput,2 = full
stateoutputat endof eachcycle; 3 = detailedoutputfor eachstep.For GA andGA-LS (genetic
algorithm-localsearch):0 = minimal output,1 = write minimum,mean,andmaximumof each
statevariableat the endof every generation.Use“outlev 1” for SA, and“outlev 0” for GA and
GA-LS. If you use “outlev 1” with GA-LS, you will generate very large log files.

Parameters for trajectory output during SA dockings

trjfrq <integer>

[0]
Outputfrequency, n, for trajectoryof ligand,in steps.If n = 0, thennotrajectorystateswill beout-
put; otherwise,every nth statewill be output.The state consistsof 7 floats describingthe x,y,z
translation,the x,y,z componentsof the quaternionunit vector, the angleof rotation about the
quaternionaxis;andany remainingfloatsdescribingthe torsions,in thesameorderasdescribed
in the input ligand PDBQ file).

trjbeg <integer>

[1]
Begin sampling states for trajectory output at the cycle with this value.

trjend <integer>

[50]
End trajectory output at this cycle.

trjout <string>

[lig.trj]
Trajectoryfilename.AutoDockwill write out statevariablesto this file every “trjfrq” steps.Use
the “traj” commandin AutoDock’s commandmodeto convert this trajectoryof state-variables
into aseriesof PDBframes.The“traj” commandis describedin § “Using theCommandModein
AutoDock”; see also § “Trajectory Files”.

trjsel <string>

[E]
Trajectoryoutputflag, canbeeither‘A’ or ‘E’; theformeroutputsonly accepted steps,while the
latter outputseither accepted or rejected steps.

watch <string>
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(Optional) Createsa “watch” file for real-timemonitoringof an in-progress simulatedannealing
job. This worksonly if the“trjfrq” parameteris greaterthanzero.Thewatchfile will be in PDB
format,sogivea “.pdb” extension.Thisfile hasanexclusive lock placedon it, while AutoDockis
writing to it. Oncethefile is closed,thefile is unlocked.This cansignalto a watchingvisualiza-
tion programthat thefile is completeandcannow bereadin, for updatingthedisplayedcoordi-
nates. This file is written at exactly the same time as the trajectory file is updated

Parameter for energies of atoms outside the grid

extnrg <float>

[1000.]
Externalgrid energy assignedto any atomsthat stray outsidethe volume of the grid during a
docking. Units: kcal mol-1.

Parameter for initializing the ligand in SA

e0max <float> <positive_integer>

[0., 10000]
This is only usedby thesimulatedannealingmethod.Thiskeywordstipulatesthattheligand’s ini-
tial statecannothave anenergy greaterthanthefirst value,nor cantherebemorethanthesecond
value’s numberof retries.Typical energy valuesrangefrom 0 to 1000 kcal/mol. If the initial
energy exceedsthis value,a new randomstateis generatedand tested.This processis iterated
until theconditionis satisfied.Thiscanbeparticularlyusefulin preventingrunsstartingin excep-
tionally high energy regions.In suchcases,theligandcangettrappedbecauseit is unableto take
a longenoughtranslationaljump.In thosegridsweretheligandis smallenoughto fit into thelow
energy regionswith ease,therewill not be many iterationsbeforea favorablelocationis found.
But in highly constrainedgrids,with largeligands,this initialization loop mayrun almostindefi-
nitely.

Parameters for cluster analysis of docked conformations

rmsref <string>

The root meansquaredeviation (rmsd) of the docked conformationswill be calculatedwith
respectto thecoordinatesin thePDBor PDBQfile specifiedhere.This is usefulwhentheexperi-
mentallydeterminedcomplex conformationof theligandis known. Theorderof theatomsin this
file mustmatchthat in the input PDBQfile givenby themove command.Thesevaluesof rmsd
will be output in the last columnof the final PDBQ records,after the clusteringhasbeenper-
formed.

rmstol <float>

[0.5Å]
rmsdeviation tolerancefor clusteranalysisor ‘structurebinning’ , carriedoutaftermultipledock-
ing runs.If two conformationshaveanrmslessthanthis tolerance,they will beplacedin thesame
cluster. Thestructuresarerankedby energy, asaretheclusters.Thelowestenergy representative
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from eachclusteris outputin PDBQformatto thelog file. To keeptheligand’s residuenumberin
theinputPDBQfile, usethe‘-k’ flag;otherwisetheclusteredconformationsarenumberedincre-
mentally from 1. (Units: Å).

rmsnosym

Whenmorethanonerun is carriedout in a given job, clusteranalysisor ‘structurebinning’ will
beperformed,basedonstructuralrmsdifference,rankingtheresultingfamiliesof dockedconfor-
mationsin orderof increasingenergy. Thedefault methodfor structurebinningallows for atom
similarity, asin a tertiary-butyl whichcanberotatedby +/-120˚,but in othercasesit maybedesir-
ableto bypassthis similar atomtypecheckingandcalculatethermson a one-for-onebasis.The
symmetrycheckingalgorithmscansall atomsin the referencestructure,andselectsthe nearest
atomof identicalatomtypeto beaddedto thesumof squaresof distances.This workswell when
thetwo conformationsareverysimilar, but thisassumptionbreaksdown whenthetwo conforma-
tions are translatedsignificantly. Symmetrycheckingcan be turnedoff using the rmsnosym
command; omit this command if you still want symmetry checking.

Parameters for re-clustering the results of several jobs

cluster <string>

(Clustering multi-job output only.) AutoDock will go into ‘cluster mode’. Use this command
only to performclusteranalysison thecombinedoutput,<PDBQfilename>, of several jobs.This
commandcanbevery usefulwhenmany jobshave beendistributedto severalmachinesandrun
in ‘parallel’. Thedockingparameterfile will needthefollowing keywords:rmstol andtypes;
and optionally write_all_cluster_members and/orrmsnosym.

It is necessarytogrep theUSERlinesalongwith theATOM records,sinceAutoDock parsesthe
theselines to determinewhat theenergy of thatparticularconformationwas.For moreinforma-
tion, see the example DPF files given later.

write_all_cluster_members

(Clustering multi-job output only.) This commandis usedonly with thecluster command,to
write out all membersof eachclusterinsteadof just the lowestenergy from eachcluster. This
affects the cluster analysis PDBQ output at the end of each job.

Parameters for genetic algorithm, Lamarckian GA and evolutionary programming searches

ga_pop_size <positive_integer>

[50]
This is thenumberof individualsin thepopulation. Eachindividual is a couplingof a genotype
andits associatedphenotype.Usually, this numberis fixed throughoutthe run. Typical values
range from 50 to 200.

ga_num_evals <positive_integer>

[250000]
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This is the maximum number of energy evaluations that a GA run should make.

ga_num_generations <positive_integer>

[27000]
This is the maximum number of generations that a GA or LGA run should last.

ga_elitism <integer>

[1]
This is used in the selection mechanism of the GA. This is the number of top individuals that are
guaranteed to survive into the next generation.

ga_mutation_rate <float>

[0.02]
This is a floating point number from 0 to 1, representing the probability that a particular gene is
mutated.  This parameter is typically small.

ga_crossover_rate <float>

[0.80]
This is a floating point number from 0 to 1 denoting the crossover rate. Crossover rate is the
expected number of pairs in the population that will exchange genetic material. Setting this value
to 0 turns the GA into the evolutionary programming (EP) method, but EP would probably require
a concomitant increase in the ga_mutation_rate in order to be effective.

ga_window_size <positive_integer>

[10]
This is the number of preceding generations to take into consideration when deciding the thresh-
old for the worst individual in the current population.

ga_cauchy_alpha <float>

[0]

ga_cauchy_beta <float>

[1]
These are floating point parameters used in the mutation of real number genes. They correspond
to the alpha and beta parameters in a Cauchy distribution. Alpha roughly corresponds to the
mean, and beta to something like the variance of the distribution. It should be noted, though, that
the Cauchy distribution doesn’t have finite variance. For the mutation of a real valued gene, a
Cauchy deviate is generated and then added to the original value.

Command to set genetic algorithm parameters

set_ga

This command sets the global optimizer to be a genetic algorithm [GA]. This is required to per-
form a GA search. This passes any ’ga_’ parameters specified before this line to the global opti-
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mizer object. If this command is omitted, or it is given before the ’ga_’ parameters, your choices
will not take effect, and the default values for the optimizer will be used.

To use the traditional genetic algorithm, do not specify the local search parameters, and do not use
the “set_sw1” or “set_psw1” commands.

To use the Lamarckian genetic algorithm, you must also specify the parameters for local
search, and then issue either the ’set_sw1’ or ’set_psw1’ command. The former command uses
the strict Solis and Wets local search algorithm, while the latter uses the pseudo-Solis and Wets
algorithm: see earlier for details about how they differ.

Parameters for local search

sw_max_its <positive_integer>

[50]
This is the maximum number of iterations that the local search procedure apply to the phenotype
of any given individual. This is an unsigned integer. In Bill’s experiments, he used a combination
of iterations and function evaluations.  It seems to me, that a value around 30 should be fine.

sw_max_succ <positive_integer>

[4]
This is the number of successes in a row before a change is made to the rho parameter in Solis &
Wets algorithms.  This is an unsigned integer and is typically around four.

sw_max_fail <positive_integer>

[4]
This is the number of failures in a row before Solis & Wets algorithms adjust rho. This is an
unsigned integer and is usually around four.

sw_rho <float>

[1.0]
This is a parameter of the Solis & Wets algorithms. It defines the initial variance, and specifies the
size of the local space to sample.

sw_lb_rho <float>

[0.01]
This is the lower bound on rho, the variance for making changes to genes (i.e. translations, orien-
tation and torsions).  rho can never be modified to a value smaller than “sw_lb_rho”.

ls_search_freq <float>

[0.06]

This is the probability of any particular phenotype being subjected to local search.
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Commands to choose and set the local search method

Both of thesecommands,’set_sw1’ and’set_psw1’, passany ’sw_’ parameterssetbeforethis
line to thelocal searcher. If you forgetto usethis command,or give it beforethe’sw_’ keywords,
your choices will not take effect, and the default values for the optimizer will be used.

set_sw1

InstructsAutoDock to usethe classicalSolis andWets local searcher, usingthe methodof uni-
form variances for changes in translations, orientations and torsions.

set_psw1

InstructsAutoDock to usethe pseudo-SolisandWetslocal searcher. This methodmaintainsthe
relative proportionsof variancesfor the translationsin Å andthe rotationsin radians.Theseare
typically 0.2 Å and 0.087radiansto start with, so the variancefor translationswill always be
about 2.3 times larger than that for the rotations (i.e. orientation and torsions).

Commands to perform automated docking

simanneal

ThiscommandinstructsAutoDockto dothespecifednumberof dockingrunsusingthesimulated
annealing(SA) searchengine.Thisusesthevaluesetby the“runs” keywordasthenumberof SA
dockingrunsto carryout.All relevantparametersfor thesimulatedannealingjob mustbesetfirst.
These are indicated above by[SA] in each keyword description.

do_local_only <integer>

This keyword instructsAutoDock to carryout only the local searchof a global-localsearch;the
geneticalgorithmparametersare ignored,with the exceptionof the populationsize.This is an
idealwayof carryingoutaminimizationusingthesameforcefield asis usedduringthedockings.
The“ga_run” keywordshouldnotbegiven.Thenumberafterthekeyworddetermineshow many
dockings will be performed.

do_global_only <integer>

This keyword instructsAutoDockto carryout dockingsusingonly a globalsearch,i.e. thetradi-
tional geneticalgorithm.Thelocal searchparametersareignored.The“ga_run” keyword should
not be given. The number after the keyword determines how many dockings will be performed.

ga_run <integer>

[10]
This commandinvokes the new hybrid, Lamarckiangeneticalgorithm searchengine,and per-
forms the requestednumberof dockings.All appropriateparametersmustbe setfirst: theseare
listed above by “ga_”.
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Command to perform clustering of docked conformations

analysis

This performs a cluster analysis on results of a docking, and outputs the results to the log file. The
docked conformations are sorted in order of increasing energy, then compared by root mean
square deviation. If the conformer is within the “rmstol” threshold, it is placed into the same clus-
ter. A histogram is printed showing the number in each cluster, and if more than one member, the
cluster’s mean energy. Furthermore, a table is printed to the docking log file of cluster rmsd and
reference rmsd values.
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Appendix IV: Example Parameter Files

IV  1. AutoGrid GPF

An example AutoGrid parameter file is given below:

______________________________________________________________________________

receptor 3ptb.pdbqs #macromolecule
gridfld  3ptb.maps.fld #grid_data_file
npts     60 60 60 #num.grid points in xyz
spacing  .375 #spacing (Angstroms)
gridcenter -1.853 14.311 16.658 #xyz-coordinates or ’auto"
types CANH #atom type names
smooth 0.500 #store minimum energy within radius (Angstroms)
map 3ptb.C.map #filename of grid map
nbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0222750 12  6 #C-C lj
nbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0230026 12  6 #C-N lj
nbp_r_eps  3.60 0.0257202 12  6 #C-O lj
nbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0257202 12  6 #C-S lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #C-H lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #C-H lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #C-H lj
sol_par 12.77 0.6844 #C atomic fragmental volume, solvation param.
constant 0.000 #C grid map constant energy
map 3ptb.A.map #filename of grid map
nbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0222750 12  6 #A-C lj
nbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0230026 12  6 #A-N lj
nbp_r_eps  3.60 0.0257202 12  6 #A-O lj
nbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0257202 12  6 #A-S lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #A-H lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #A-H lj
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #A-H lj
sol_par 10.80 0.1027 #A atomic fragmental volume, solvation param.
constant 0.000 #A grid map constant energy
map 3ptb.N.map #filename of grid map
nbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0230026 12  6 #N-C lj
nbp_r_eps  3.50 0.0237600 12  6 #N-N lj
nbp_r_eps  3.35 0.0265667 12  6 #N-O lj
nbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0265667 12  6 #N-S lj
nbp_r_eps  2.75 0.0084051 12  6 #N-H lj
nbp_r_eps  2.75 0.0084051 12  6 #N-H lj
nbp_r_eps  2.75 0.0084051 12  6 #N-H lj
sol_par  0.00 0.0000 #N atomic fragmental volume, solvation param.
constant 0.000 #N grid map constant energy
map 3ptb.H.map #filename of grid map
nbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378 12  6 #H-C lj
nbp_r_eps  2.75 0.0084051 12  6 #H-N lj
nbp_r_eps  1.90 0.3280000 12 10 #H-O hb
nbp_r_eps  2.50 0.0656000 12 10 #H-S hb
nbp_r_eps  2.00 0.0029700 12  6 #H-H lj
nbp_r_eps  2.00 0.0029700 12  6 #H-H lj
nbp_r_eps  2.00 0.0029700 12  6 #H-H lj
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sol_par  0.00 0.0000 #H atomic fragmental volume, solvation param.
constant 0.118 #H grid map constant energy
elecmap 3ptb.e.map #electrostatic potential map
dielectric -0.1146 #<0,distance-dep.diel; >0,constant
#fmap 3ptb.f.map #floating grid

_________________________________________________________________

Note how hydrogen bonding is defined for oxygens. If a line in the parameter file contains a
‘10’ in the fourth column, AutoGrid will treat this atom-pair as hydrogen bonding. So in the
example above, the last 3 lines in the “mcp2_O.map” block will be treated as hydrogen bonds.
AutoGrid scans for any polar hydrogens in the macromolecule. The vector from the hydrogen-
donor, along with the vector from the probe-atom at the current grid point, are used to calculate
the directional attenuation of the hydrogen bond. In this example, AutoGrid will calculate H-
bonds between O-H, O-X and O-M.

IV  2. AutoDock DPF

Some examples of commented AutoDock parameter files are given below.

Example 1: Docking using Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing

In this case, the ligand file ‘xk263pm3.pdbq’ has been defined such that it contains 10 rotatable
bonds. The docking will be sampled every 7500 steps, from cycle 45 to cycle 50. Either accepted
or rejected states will be output. The trajectory file ‘xk263pm3.trj’ will hold the state infor-
mation required to generate the coordinates later on. The external grid energy is set to 0.0, which
can allow greater freedom for ligand rotations during docking.

______________________________________________________________________________

seed random
types CNOH # atom type names

fld 4phv.nbc_maps.fld # grid data file
map 4phv.nbc_C.map # C-atomic affinity map
map 4phv.nbc_N.map # N-atomic affinity map
map 4phv.nbc_O.map # O-atomic affinity map
map 4phv.nbc_H.map # H-atomic affinity map
map 4phv.nbc_e.map # electrostatics map

move xk263pm3.pdbq # ligand
about -5.452 -8.626 -0.082 # ligand center

tran0 -5.452 -8.626 -0.082 # initial coordinates/A
quat0 1. 0. 0. 0. # initial quaternion:unit-vector(qx,qy,qz);angle/deg(qw)
ndihe 10 # number of rotatable bonds
dihe0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. # initial dihedrals/deg

tstep 0.2 # translation step/A
qstep 5. # quaternion step/deg
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dstep 5. # torsion step/deg
trnrf 1. # trans reduction factor/per cycle
quarf 1. # quat reduction factor/per cycle
dihrf 1. # tors reduction factor/per cycle

intnbp_coeffs  1272653.000  1127.684  12  6 # C-C internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs   610155.100   783.345  12  6 # C-N internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs   588883.800   633.754  12  6 # C-O internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs    88604.240   226.910  12  6 # C-H internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs   266862.200   546.765  12  6 # N-N internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs   249961.400   445.918  12  6 # N-O internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs    39093.660   155.983  12  6 # N-H internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs   230584.400   368.677  12  6 # O-O internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs    38919.640   124.049  12  6 # O-H internal energy non-bond parameters
intnbp_coeffs     1908.578    46.738  12  6 # H-H internal energy non-bond parameters

rt0 500. # initial RT
rtrf 0.95 # RT reduction factor/per cycle

runs 10 # number of runs
cycles 50 # cycles
accs   100 # steps accepted
rejs   100 # steps rejected
select  m # minimum or last

outlev  1 # diagnostic output level

rmstol 0.5 # cluster tolerance/A

trjfrq  7500 # trajectory frequency
trjbeg  45 # start trj output at cycle
trjend 50 # end trj output at cycle
trjout  xk263pm3.trj # trajectory file
trjsel E # A=acc only;E=either acc or rej

extnrg  0.0 # external grid energy
e0max 0.0 # maximum allowable energy to start a run

simanneal # perform automated docking using simulated annealing

analysis # perform a ranked cluster analysis

______________________________________________________________________________

Example 2: Clustering Many Dockings

The next example DPFshows how to use the cluster mode in AutoDock. The PDBQ files contain-
ing the final docked conformations have been extracted from the AutoDock log files (using the
UNIX grep command), and stored together in the file “vac1.new.dlg.pdbq”. You can extract the
“DOCKED:” records during the dockings, or after the dockings have finished. For example:

% egrep ’^DOCKED: ’ vac1.*.dlg | sed ’s/^DOCKED: //’ > vac1.grouped.dlg.pdbq

or:

% egrep ’^ATOM |^HETATM|^REMARK|^USER  ’ vac1.*.dlg > vac1.grouped.dlg.pdbq
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Thetolerancefor thepositionalrmsdeviation is setto 1.5Å, soonly conformationswith this rms
deviation or lesswill beplacedin thesamecluster. All conformationswill bewritten out, instead
of just the lowest energy representative from each conformationally distinct cluster.

You may includethe rmsnosym command,if you do not wish to usesymmetrycheckingwhile
clustering.Also, you mustfinish theDPFwith theanalysis command,to instructAutoDockto
perform the clustering and write out the histogram of docked conformations.

______________________________________________________________________________

types CANOH # atom_type_names
rmstol 1.5 # cluster_tolerance/A
write_all # write all conformations in a cluster
cluster vac1.new.dlg.pdbq # structure binning
analysis # do cluster analysis on results
______________________________________________________________________________

Example 3: Docking Using the Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA)

This DPFshows how to setup a dockingusingthegeneticalgorithm(GA) in combinationwith
thepseudo-SolisandWetslocal searchalgorithm(psw1).This is alsoknown astheLamarckian
Genetic Algorithm or LGA.

______________________________________________________________________________

seed    time pid # for random number generator
types   CANH # atom type names
fld     3ptb.maps.fld # grid data file
map     3ptb.C.map # C-atomic affinity map
map     3ptb.A.map # A-atomic affinity map
map     3ptb.N.map # N-atomic affinity map
map     3ptb.H.map # H-atomic affinity map
map     3ptb.e.map # electrostatics map

move    benA.pdbq # small molecule
about   -1.853 14.311 16.658 # small molecule center
tran0   random # initial coordinates/A or "random"
quat0   random # initial quaternion or "random"
ndihe   0 # number of initial torsions
dihe0   random # initial torsions
torsdof 0 0.3113 # num. non-H tors.degrees of freedom & coeff.
tstep   0.2 # translation step/A
qstep   5. # quaternion step/deg
dstep   5. # torsion step/deg
trnrf   1. # trans reduction factor/per cycle
quarf   1. # quat reduction factor/per cycle
dihrf   1. # tors reduction factor/per cycle
intnbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0222750  12  6 #C-C lj
intnbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0222750  12  6 #C-A lj
intnbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0230026  12  6 #C-N lj
intnbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378  12  6 #C-H lj
intnbp_r_eps  4.00 0.0222750  12  6 #A-A lj
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intnbp_r_eps  3.75 0.0230026  12  6 #A-N lj
intnbp_r_eps  3.00 0.0081378  12  6 #A-H lj
intnbp_r_eps  3.50 0.0237600  12  6 #N-N lj
intnbp_r_eps  2.75 0.0084051  12  6 #N-H lj
intnbp_r_eps  2.00 0.0029700  12  6 #H-H lj
outlev  1 # diagnostic output level
rmstol  0.5 # cluster tolerance/A
rmsref  benA.pdbq # reference structure for RMS calc.
write_all # write all conformations in a cluster
extnrg  1000. # external grid energy
e0max   0. 10000 # max. allowable initial energy, max. num. retries

ga_pop_size 50 # number of individuals in population
ga_num_evals 150000 # maximum number of energy evaluations
ga_num_generations 27000 # maximum number of generations
ga_elitism 1 # num. of top individuals that automatically survive
ga_mutation_rate 0.02 # rate of gene mutation
ga_crossover_rate 0.80 # rate of crossover
ga_window_size 10 # num. of generations for picking worst individual
ga_cauchy_alpha 0 # ~mean of Cauchy distribution for gene mutation
ga_cauchy_beta 1 # ~variance of Cauchy distribution for gene mutation
set_ga # set the above parameters for GA

sw_max_its 300 # number of iterations of Solis & Wets local search
sw_max_succ 4 # number of consecutive successes before changing rho
sw_max_fail 4 # number of consecutive failures before changing rho
sw_rho 1.0 # size of local search space to sample
sw_lb_rho 0.01 # lower bound on rho
ls_search_freq 0.06 # probability of performing local search on an indiv.
set_psw1 # set the above pseudo-Solis & Wets parameters

ga_run 10 # do this many hybrid GA-LS runs
analysis # do cluster analysis on results

______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix V: AutoDock References

V  1. Primary References

AutoDock 3.0

Morris, G. M., Goodsell, D. S., Halliday, R.S., Huey, R., Hart, W. E., Belew, R. K. and Olson,
A. J. (1998), J. ComputationalChemistry, 19: 1639-1662. "Automated Docking Using a Lama-
rckian Genetic Algorithm and and Empirical Binding Free Energy Function".

ABSTRACT: A novel androbustautomateddocking methodthat predictstheboundconformations
of flexible ligandsto macromoleculartargetshasbeendevelopedandtested,in combinationwith a
new scoringfunctionthat estimatesthefreeenergychangeuponbinding. Interestingly, this method
appliesa Lamarckian modelof genetics,in which environmentaladaptationsof an individual’s
phenotypeare reversetranscribedinto its genotypeandbecomeheritabletraits (sic). We consider
threesearch methods,MonteCarlo simulatedannealing, a traditional geneticalgorithm,and the
Lamarckiangeneticalgorithm,andcompare their performancein dockingsof sevenprotein-ligand
test systemshaving known three dimensionalstructure. We show that both the traditional and
Lamarckian geneticalgorithmscan handleligandswith more degreesof freedomthan the simu-
lated annealingmethodusedin earlier versionsof AutoDock, and that the Lamarckian genetic
algorithm is the mostefficient,mostreliable and mostsuccessfulof the three. Theempirical free
energy functionwascalibratedusinga setof 30 structurally-knownprotein-ligandcomplexeswith
experimentally-determinedbinding constants.Linear regressionanalysisof the observedbinding
constantsin termsof a widevarietyof structure-derivedmolecularpropertieswasperformed.The
final modelhada residualstandard error of 9.11kJ mol-1 (2.177kcal mol-1)andwaschosenas
thenew energy function.Thenew search methodsandempirical freeenergy functionare available
in AutoDock version 3.0.

AutoDock 2.4

Morris, G. M., Goodsell, D. S., Huey, R. and Olson, A. J. (1996), J. Computer-AidedMolecular
Design, 10: 293-304. "Distributed automated docking of flexible ligands to proteins: Parallel
applications of AutoDock 2.4".

ABSTRACT: AutoDock 2.4 predictsthe boundconformationsof a small, flexible ligand to a non-
flexible macromoleculartarget of knownstructure. The techniquecombinessimulatedannealing
for conformationsearching with a rapid grid-basedmethodof energy evaluation basedon the
AMBERforcefield. AutoDock hasbeenoptimizedin performancewithoutsacrificingaccuracy; it
incorporatesmanyenhancementsand additions,including an intuitive interface. We havedevel-
opeda setof toolsfor launchingandanalyzingmanyindependentdocking jobsin parallel ona het-
erogeneousnetworkof UNIX-basedworkstations.Thispaperdescribesthecurrentrelease, andthe
resultsof a suiteof diversetestsystems.We also presentthe resultsof a systematicinvestigation
into the effectsof varying simulated-annealingparameters on moleculardocking. We showthat
evenfor ligandswith a large numberof degreesof freedom,root-mean-square deviationsof less
than 1 A from the crystallographic conformationare obtainedfor the lowest-energy dockings,
althoughfewer dockings find the crystallographic conformationwhenthere are more degreesof
freedom.
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AutoDock 1.0

Goodsell,D. S.andOlson,A. J. (1990),Proteins: Str. Func. and Genet., 8: 195-202."Auto-
mated Docking of Substrates to Proteins by Simulated Annealing".

V  2. Reviews of Applications

Goodsell,D. S.,Morris, G. M. andOlson,A. J. (1996),J. Mol. Recognition, 9: 1-5. "Dock-
ing of Flexible Ligands: Applications of AutoDock".

V  3. Selected Applications and Citations of AutoDock

Minke, W.E., Diller, D.J.,Hol, W.G., andVerlindeC. L. (1999),J. Med. Chem., 42: 1778-
1788. "The role of waters in docking strategies with incrementalflexibility for carbohydrate
derivatives: heat-labile enterotoxin, a multivalent test case".

Laederach,A., Dowd, M.K., Coutinho,P.M., and Reilly, P.J. (1999), Proteins:Structure,
Function and Genetics, 37:166-175."AutomatedDockingof Maltose,2-Deoxymaltose,andMal-
totetraose into the Soybean beta-Amylase Active Site".

Matias,P. M., Saraiva, L. M., Soares,C. M., Coelho,A. V., LeGall, J., andArmeniaCar-
rondo,M. (1999)JBIC, 4: 478-494."Nine-haemcytochromec from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans
ATCC 27774:primarysequencedetermination,crystallographicrefinementat 1.8 Å andmodel-
ling studies of its interaction with the tetrahaem cytochrome c3".

Bitomsky, W. andWade,R. C. (1999),J. Am. Chem. Soc., 121: 3004-3013."Docking of
Glycosaminoglycansto Heparin-BindingProteins:Validationfor aFGF, bFGF, andAntithrombin
and Application to IL-8".

Lorber, D. M. (1999),Chemistry & Biology, 6: R227-R228. "Computational drug design".

Rao,M. S.andOlson,A. J. (1999),Proteins:Structure, Function and Genetics, 34: 173-83.
"Modelling of factor Xa-inhibitor complexes: a computational flexible docking approach".

Heine,A., Stura,E.A., Yli-Kauhaluoma,J.T., Gao,C., Deng,Q., Beno,B.R., Houk, K.N.,
Janda,K.D., andWilson, I.A. (1998),Science, 279: 1934-1940."An antibodyexo Diels-Alderase
inhibitor complex at 1.95 Å resolution".

Coutinho,P. M., Dowd, M. K., Reilly, P. J., (1998), Industrial & Engineering Chemistry
Research, 37: 2148-2157."AutomatedDocking of -(1,4)- and-(1,6)-Linked GlucosylTrisaccha-
rides in the Glucoamylase Active Site."

Lozano,J. J., Lopez-de-Brinas,E., Centeno,N.B., Guigo,R. andSanz,F. (1997),J. Com-
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puter-Aided Molecular Design, 11: 395-408. "Three-dimensional modelling of human cyto-
chrome P450 1A2 and its interaction with caffeine and MeIQ".

Mahmoudian, M. (1997), J. Molecular Graphics & Modelling, 15:149-153. "The cannabinoid
receptor: Computer-aided molecular modeling and docking of ligand".

Coutinho, P. M., Dowd, M. K. and Reilly, P. J. (1997), Proteins: Str. Func. and Genet., 28:162-
173. "Automated Docking of Glucosyl Disaccharides in the Glucoamylase Active Site".

Coutinho, P. M., Dowd, M. K. and Reilly, P. J. (1997), Proteins: Str. Func. and Genet., 27:235-
248. "Automated Docking of Monosaccharide Substrates and Analogues and Melthyl alpha-
Acarviosinide in the Glucoamylase Active Site".

Neurath, A. R., Jiang, S., Strick, K. L., Li, Y.-Y., and Debnath, A. K. (1996), Nature Medicine,
2:230-234. "Bovine beta-lactoglobulin modified by 3-hydroxyphthalic anhydride blocks the CD4
cell receptor for HIV".

Gamper AM, Winger RH, Liedl KR, Sotriffer CA, Varga JM, Kroemer RT, Rode BM. (1996),
J. Med. Chem., 39, 3882-3888. "Comparative molecular field analysis of haptens docked to the
multispecific antibody IgE".

Sotriffer, C. A., Liedl, K. R., Winger, R. H., Gamper, A. M., Kroemer, R. T., Linthicum, D. S.,
Rode, B.-M. and Varga, J. M. (1996) Molecular Immunology, 33: 129-144. "Heteroligation of a
mouse monoclonal IgE antibody (La2) with small molecules, analysed by computer-aided auto-
mated docking".

Zhang, T. and Koshland, D. E. (1995 ), Protein Science, 4: 84-92. "Modeling substrate binding
in Thermus thermophilus isopropylmalate dehydrogenase".

Kedishvili, N. Y., Bosron, W. F., Stone, C. L., Hurley, T.D., Peggs, C. F., Thomasson, H. R.,
Popov, K. M., Carr, L. G., Edenberg, H. J. and Li, T.-K. (1995) J. Biol. Chem., 270: 3625-3630.
"Expression and kinetic characterization of recombinant human stomach alcohol dehydrogenase".
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